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You willfind this a Newsletter full of information and almost àll of it
on tPM. Our contributors did not leave us much space for tLEtA News!
Evenso lack of space meant wetve had to shorten some articles and
were only able to mention others in our Contributions list"Futl

versionsof all thesearticleg
howeve4are availableon reguest
We were not able to include all
provided by some
references
authorsundertheir articlesbutyou willfind them on page 34.
TheNewsletterís seeingred for the first time. Subscriptions
ofÍicer,Marika vanden Brom, wantsto catchyour attention and
help her bring the Newslettersubscriptionsdata-baseup to date.
We would be verygratefulif you would answerthe guestionson the
leaflet enclosed.
Herein the Netherlandsthe mandateanalysisproceeds smoothly
and earlyin Januarythe first recommendationsfrom the mandate
team will become available.We will keep you informed. The
Newsletterteam is anxiousto hear readers'reactionsto the
Newsletter.Pleasewrite to us and keep sendingyour contributions,
reviews/news for networking and tell us whatyou need so we can
keep the Newsletteras representativeand as up-to-date aspossible.
Thenert Newsletterwill deal with water conseruationand
managementThecallfor paperson page35 outlinesthe issues
we hope to cover Weare lookingforward to your contributions.
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Vlhen trade relations utitlt
t h e former s ocialist block
collapsed in 1994, Cuba
faced a 3Opercent drop in
food supply. Despite tbis
crisis, Cuba today ltas a
aohrme offoocl suppbl th.tt
approacbes pre-crisis
let;els. Food prod.ucts nout
come largelu from dome stic
procluction and. use onSt a
smallfrctction of the inputs
once imported The creation
of a nation-uicle netuork of
local biopesticide production centres to prouide substitute s Jfor c b emical p estícicles bas plal,tecl a significant
role in tbis process.
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lfrsÁ ls ilbout Low l:\ternal-lnpuland Sustninab
e AgriculfLrre.
lt is about the technicaland socialoptjonsopen to Íarmers
rvhOst:e:k
tO imPrOVeprodLrctivit\
af d jncome jn an ecologicallv
soundwav.I EISA
is aboutthc optimal USeol ocit resouTaes
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and institLrtion5.
LEISA
to st(rfgthen the caltaci\,oÍÍarmersand other actors,to
improve .rSriculture
dnd ad.rptjt to chaf :ing nct](lsand cof ditions.LEISA
secksto influencellollc.víormulationto create a
conducivc environment[or itsfL]th{rfdeveLollÍnent.
LEISA
is a ()ncept, .rn appKrachand a politicalmess.tgeat the saÍte time.
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Rectification add resses
The following addresses were omilted from
Newsletter 13.3:
- J.Vlamin&J.N.Citari
and M.S.van Wij( DLO Winand
StaringCentre,Depart.InternationalCooperation,
PO Box 125, 6700AC Wageningen,Netherlands.
- R.Mulleriyawa
and C.Wettasinha,
PMHEProject,PO
Box l 54, Kandy,SriLanka.
We apologies for any inconvenience to our readers.
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IntegratedPestManagement:

fightbackwithIPM
Smallholders
This issueof the Newsletter is about substituting external inputs for labour, man'
agement skills and knowledge. It is about
Integrated PestManagement tpu) and
men and women farmerc participating in
FarmerField Schools, experiential learning
and non-formal education.

from the editors

lthough J5 yearshavc passedsince
RactretCarson published Silent
with its devastatingaccottnt
l- \pring
of the effects of the indiscriminate use of
agro-chemicals, the one-sided push for
increased output continues. Nature is controlled to this end and reliance on pesticide
has not diminished. In northern countries,
the environmental movement, followed
hesitantly by government regulation, has
had some impact on stabilising and perhaps
curbing agro-chemicals, but in the South
the use ofpesticides has increased and
chemical companies aggressively expand
their markets.
Since the 1950s agriculture has been
dominated by the vision of modemisation
and the potential for using technology to
mould nature to this end. This model has
dominated the industrial agriculture of the
North and the history of Green Revolution
agriculture in the South.
Fortunately there have been initiatives
within several agencies and govemments
to implement altemative approaches.
FAO's Inter-Country IPM Programme,
which introduced the participative learning model of Farmer Field Schools, is one
such example. First in Asia and later in
1-fnca, many farmers were led to explore
the wonderfttl and complex ecological relations present in their own fields and ecoregions. In this last Newsletter of 1997 we
focus on IPM and try to give a picture of the
changes that have taken place in recent
y€ars.
A

I

can be directly attributed to agro-chemical
use. Studies from the Philippines have computed the alarming costs of pesticide to the
national economy, showing these ne€lative
effects extend far beyond the individual
(Pretty 1995).
In its eady stages,IPM was a technical
approach designed to reduce the number
of pesticide applications. It subsequently
developed into a methodology in which
farmers were encouraged to develop IPM
intelventions themselves, in the process of
coming to a better understanding of their
agro-ecosystems.Ile can distinguish three
stagesin the development of IPM.
First, the iÍrtegratioÍr of control
methods and target pests. Technically,
IPM consists of a combination of control
methods including biological control, host
plant resistance, cultural control, and selective chemical control. First generation IPM
projects focused on reducing the use of
insecticide by introducing the idea of
pest population thresholds. Above this
threshold, spraying against a particular
pest - supervised control - was considered
iustified. Next. various control methods
were combined to combat one or two key
insect pests. Second generation technical
IPM projects targeted more pests, and by

IPM
Integrated Pest Management developed in
the 1970s as a response to the negative side
effects of using pesticide s. Pestswere
becoming resistant to chemical treatments,
and the health of farmers, farm workers and
consumers was in danger. These hazards
were far greater in Third World countries,
and today's evidence suggeststhat the situation has become even more volatile. The
latest WHO figures suggest that at least 3
million, and perhaps as many as 25 million,
agricultural workers are poisoned each
yearby pesticides, and some 20,000 deaths
{
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including diseasesand weeds, addressed
the many crop protection problems
experienced by farmers.
Second, crop protection was
farm and natural
integratedwith
resources management. When it was
realised that many agricultural practices
influenced pest development, and that
crop intensification often leads to
increased pest problems, control measures
were designed that fitted into overall farm
management. Indigenous knowleclge and
traditional cropping practices were
studied, adapted and eventually served as
the building blocks in IPM programmes.
Natural Resource Management
(NRM) became a deliberate objective
because of the importance of bio-diversity
in biological control and the social value of
environmental protection. IPM projects
practised Integrated Crop Management to
solve the conflicting needs of agricultural
production and the environment.
of the natural
Third, the integration
and social sciences. It became clear that
fixed prescriptions do not work in tropical
agriculture since site-specific agro-ecological and socio-economic conditions determine what is best in any one situation.
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Farmers must be able to choose from a
'basket' of technologies. Existing extension
systems, such as Training and Visit did not
provide sufficient flexibility because they
'transfer of
were based on the concept of a
technology'. IPM projects started to develop around a more dynamic extension model - the Farmer Field School (FFS).This
approach combined training with fieldbased, location-specific research to give
farmers the skills, knowledge and confidence to make ecologically sound and costeffective decisions on crop health. A number of examples of the ways in which FFS
has developed in different countries are discussed in this Newsletter (see the articles
by Kenmore, Page, Mangan, Nguyen,
Nyambo, Fakih and Rengam).
Instead of promoting the transfer of
ready-made techniques, FFSsemphasis
building on farmers' ability to experiment
and draw conclusions, on enhancing the
farmer's ability to make good decisions,
and on 'empowering them so that they can
improve their socio-economic position
ffan de f'liert 1993). This new model of
IPM extension also generates research
questions. The research agenda develops at
the point when, in attempting to train farmers, critical gaps in knowledge are identified.
In order to create an environment that
encourages farÍners to adopt IPM, the
problems of research and extension have
been addressed and agricultural policies particularly those that favour pesticide use have been critically reviewed. The relevance ofthird generation IPM projects goes
beyond crop protection to address
Integrated Nutrient Management and
Integrated Tillage Management. The
involvement and organisation of farmers is
essential in maintaining the momentum in
this process.
Project design is vital and should be
open-ended enough to allow the inclusion
ofpest problems. Adoyo (see pp 24 25).
describes an agro-forestry and woodfuel
project in which farmers identified pest
control as a priority and began to experimentwith botanicals in an attempt to control termites.

farming
Subsistence
The existence of indigenous knowledge on
pestmanagement cannot be taken for
granted. Bentley (1997) reports important
misconceptions among Bolivian smallholders about pests and, hence, about ways to
combat them. In some situations, this
might lead to pesticide abuse. Knowledge
and insight are essential if famers are to
invent their own, altemative techniques.
Alternative pest and disease control options
may exist, but poor communication can
pr€vent this knowledge reaching farmers.
Pesticide is not used much on subsistence crops, and pests and diseasesoften
form only a small pan of a farmer's problem. In such situations, an Integrated Crop

Management QCM) approach may be very
useful. An interesting example of this is given in the article by Page(pp 1J-14).Other
acute crop production problems include
water availability and soil fertility, issues
that call for the intervention of multidisciplinary teams. Such an integrated approach
is much more difficult to operationalise and
is less easily mobilised for subsistence
crops than it is for cash crops.

Participatoryapproaches
Agricultural development projects that are
based on farmers' participation draw on
indigenous knowledge. Farmers search for
solutions based on their own needs,
because farmers understand theiÍ own
responsibilities and possibilities the best. In
Adoyo's article, famers carry out experiments. As one Kenyan farmer put it at the
end of an FFStraining session, " We are
researchers too and we are proud ofour
findings".
The participatory approach analyses
problems and uses local knowledge. The
experimental site is usually the farmer's
field or a special experimental site selected
by the farmers' group. Farmers are taught
to experiment with their local knowledge
and this is complemented by new or external inÍormation. In the process, farmers and
extension workers gain methodological
skills which help them develop their own
solutions. Such a sequence challenges the
conventional research paradigm, and calls
for new relationships and respect between
the actors.

Trendsin productdevelopment
Despite the potential of IPM, the use of
pesticides continues to grow (Altieri,
pp 67). The agro-chemical industry is
concentrating its efforts on promoting
conventional pesticides in Latin America
and Asia. ln 1996, pesticide use increased
by 6 percent in Latin America and countries
such as Brazil, China and India have
become important producers of conventional pesticides(see Stoll, pp 1 1-12).In a
number of developing countries these can
now be obtained very cheaply at the local
market, lowering the economic threshold
for pesticide use and allowing more frequent application.
In many cases,IPM has been the equivalent of Intellig€nt Pesticide Management.
Crops are scouted to monitor pest densities
so action (usually an insecticide application) can be takenwhen the economic
threshold (ET) has been exceeded. As long
as the simplified structure of monocultures
is maintained, ecological simplification will
lead to pest problems. W-eare convinced
that this is not the case in the integrated
agro-ecosystem approach.

Workingfor smallholders
The article by SamPage(pp I 3-14) gives an
interesting example of how a small NGO
organised itself to meet the needs of small-

holders in Zimbabwe. The training given
borrowed the'learning through experimentation approach' from FAO'Farmer
Field Schools'. However, some variations
were introduced, in the sense that training
was given primarily to farmers directly
selected by farmers groups. Those farmers
participating in the prorect abandoned the
use of synthetic pesticides and were able to
apply for the organic certification that entitled them to a premium for their produce.
'Farmer
On returning to their communities,
Field Workers'(FFWs) supported by the
project, shared their new knowledge and
ways of learning with the ten farmers who
had originally selected them. The FFIVs
conduct regular Farmer Field Schools,
ensure that individual farmers adhere to the
guidelines for organic production and certification, and write monthly reports.
Achievements in IPM amongst small
farmers are still modest. Nevertheless, the
array of both proven and promising IPM
technologies developed by indigenous
farmers and researchers described in this
Newsletter show the potential that eísts
for reducing the amounts of agro-chemical
used and for improving agricultural sustainability. Farmers cannot simply cut their use
of external inputs and still hope to maintain
output. External inputs must be substituted
by labour, management skills and knowledge. Farmers must, therefore, invest in
learning @retq, L995). The challenge is
how to use local knowledge and skills to
motivate national and international organisations to change their research agendas
and help fill the gaps in IPM knowledge.
The other challenge is to mobilise organisations such as those described in this
Newsletter for a wider eco-regional impact.
Care must be taken to avoid the indiscriminate copying ofapproaches that have been
successful in other regions. The Asian FFS,
for example, is not necessarily the
approach for every African situation. It may
well be that the African FFSmodel will ultimately be very different from the one developed in Asia.
The road to sustainable pest control is
not a fomantic short cut through the
domain of traditional farming. Overcoming
the obstacles, detours and deadends will
challenge creative famers and scientists for
manyyears to come @entley 1997).
T
Frans Meerman,

wietse
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Amoldvan

Huis, Paulterweel
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lndigenous
andmodernappr
Preuailing economic policies in latin America encourage the prcduction of
export and,/or commercial cnops,primarÍly in larye-scale monocuftures
Pesticide expenditures in the latin Amertcan region increased írom USS|.0billion
in | 980 to USS2.7billion in I 990. Themajor rccipients of pesticides
were latge-scale production sptems producing sugar cane, cotton, maize, soya fuans,
rice, citrus and tomatoes, especially in Brazil, Colombia, Argentina and Mertco.
Predictably, the emphasis of the chemical-intensive agrícultural export model has
intensified ecologically-based crisis conditions and has led to serious environmental
and health consequences (Belloti et alv 1990).

MiguelA.Altieriand Claral. Nicholls
espite the above trends, there are
T\
!
Iseveral documented casesofaltert -t
native pest management approaches scattered tfuoughout the region that
have resulted in sustainable crop production. These are both traditional crop protection practices (indigenous IPM systems)
developed by indigenous farmers using traditional knowledge and local resources,
and modem IPM systems developed by
innovative researchers involved in the
search for more sustainable methods of
food production.
Despite many scientific advances, it is
still arguable whether ecological principles
have actually had an impact on the practice
of modern IPM. In many cases,modern IPM
has come to mean Intelligent Pesticide
Management, which aims at scouting crops
to monitor pest densities in order to take
action (usually insecticide application)
when they threaten economic viability
(the economic threshold (ET)). As long as
the simpliÍied stfl.rcture of monocultures is
maintained, pest problems will continue
because the process of ecological simplification has been set in motion. The IPM
projects described below are, however,
a step in the right direction as they em
phasise the withdrawal of pesticides,
allowing beneficial fauna to recover and
a more desirable level of biodiversity to
re-establish itself within agroecosystems.

Peru
In the mid-1950s, as cotton production
reached a peak in the Canete Valley, organochlorinated insecticides were in intensive
use. Severalpests had already developed
resistence to these pesticides, and heavier
dosagesand more frequent applications
became necessary. Six new species of secondary pests made their appearance and
cotton yields fell sharply.
A number of changes in pest control
practices were introduced in response to
this crisis including the banning of synthetic organic pesticide use, the reintroduction
of beneficial insects, crop diversification
schemes, planting of ear$ maturing varieties and the destruction of cotton crop residue. Pest problems declined dramatically,
and pest control costs were substantially
reduced (Hansen, 1987).
I L E I A N T W S T E T T E R . D E C E M B E1R9 9 7

Nicaragua
In Nicaragua, cotton also exhibited the classic pesticide'treadmill' pattern observed
earlier in Peru. A-fter a successful production phase in which cotton yields peaked in
1964-1965, pesticide-induced ecological
disruptions made themselves felt: insecticide-resistant pests, secondary pests and
the elimination of natural enemies. Average
yields fell by 15-3oo/obecatseof insect damage, despite 28 insecticide applications per
season.In197l, a progfamme started by
UN-FAO began to yield information on,
amongst other things, economic thresholds, the seasonswhen natural enemies
were most abundant, and cotton phenology. This helped researchers to identiff the
best time for planting cotton and the conditions that gave the best growth environment to the plant, allowing it to escape boll
weevil and boll worm aÍtack. Later, a'trap
cropping' system was developed. This consisted of planting small cotton plots at the
beginning and end of the growing seasons
to attract and concentrate weevils. Once
trapped, they were then killed off by selective insecticides (Swezey et al., 1986).

coastal plains. ln L954, over 12,000 hectares of United Fruit Company banana plantations were treated with an aerial Lpplication ofdieldrin granules against banana
weevil and rust thrips. This killed off many
natural enemies and led to the appearance
of other pests which had previously been
of minor significance. An outbreak of banana stalk borer, Castiomera humbolti was
countered by more pesticide sprayrng. By
1958, in spite of increasing pesticide use,
there was an unprecedented outbreak of
pests, with even six major Lepidopteran
pests including Ceramidia moth, owleye
and tÍre West Indian bag worm that had not
previously been a problem. In 1973, the oil
crisis prompted United Fruit entomologists
to stop all insecticide sprays in the entire
Golfito banana division. Insect pests fell to
below a level where theywere a threat to
profitabilitywithin one to thÍee generations (a period of several months) with little or no fruit loss. Within two years, virtually all of the foÍner pest species had
almost disappeared from the plantations.
Indeed, pests like Ceramidia and the owleyes wefe rarely seen. There were occasional small outbreaks of lanae of the W'est
Indian bag worm, but their numbers did
not threaten the economic threshold. The
same was true of the banana weevil.
Stopping pesticide sprays allowed natural
enemies to move in from the surrounding
iungle, colonise the area, become more
abundant and thus re-exert a natural control over many of the pest populations
(Stephens, 1984).

Brazil
CostaRica
Another case of insecticide-induced ecological disruption comes from the Pacific

By 197O,total soya bean production had
reached2.278 x 106 tons, especially in the
statesofParana and Rio Grande do Sul. cov-

Tablel. Selectedexamplesof multiplecroppingsyÍems that effectivelypreventinsect-pest
outbreak in LatinAmerica(afterAltieri,| 994).
Muhiplecroppingsystem
Pes(s)regulated

Facto(s)involved

County

Cassava
intercropped
with cowpeas

Whiteflies
Aleurotrachelus socialis
and Trialeurodes
variabilis

Changesin plant
vigourand increased
abundanceoÍ natural
enemies

Colombia

Cornintercropped
with beans

Leafhoppers(Empoascalncreasein beneficial Colombia
kraemerf,leaf beetle
insectsand interference
(Diabrotica balteata)
with colonisation
and fall armyworm
(Sp o d opte ra frugip erda)

Cornintercropped
with beans

Cornleafhopper
(Dalbulus maidis)

lnterferencewith leafhoppermovement

Nicaragua

Cucumbers
intercroppedwith
maizeand broccoli

Fleabeetles(Acalymma
vitata)

?

CostaRica

Corn-bean-squash

Caterpillar (Diap hania
hyalinata)

EnhancedparasitisationMexico

Corn-beans

SÍalkborer (Diatraea
lineolata\

Nicaragua

roaches
to IPMin LatinAmerica
ering an area ofabout 5.5 x 1O6has. As soya
bean acreage increased, so did the number
of insect pests.ln7974, Brazil adopted an
IPM programme that relied primarily on
monitoring pest damage, establishing economic thresholds and the application of
specific insecticides. This IPM programme
was so successfrrlthat betw een I97 4 and
1982 insecticide applications fell by 8O-90%.
In the 1980s, the programme was expanded
to include the use ofNuclear Polyhedrosis
Virus against the velvetbean caterpillar. This
virus is host specific and it can be readily
mass-produced by farmers themselves. They
collect sick larvae that, when macerated
and filtered, can be applied in a water solution (Campanhola et al., 1995).

Colombia
During the late 1970s and eariy 1980s, it
would have been considered usual to make
some 20 to 30 pesticide applications in a
tomato growing area covering about 2,0O0
hectares. An IPM programme in the Cauca
Valley implemented in 1985 succeeded in
reducing the number of pesticide applications to two or three. This saved over US$
650 per hectare. Use of a microbial insecticide derived from Bacillus tburingiensis
combined with the release of natural enemies such as Tricbogramma spp., and the
encouragement of natural populations of
tlneparasite Altanteles spp., were particulady effective in reducing the major pest
Scrobip alpula ab soluta., a leaf rniner /fruit
borer (Belloti et al., 1990).

Chile

I
I

Ln1972, populations of two aphid species
(Sitobium aoenae and Metopolopbium
d.irbodum)were detected in cereal fields.
Despite the presence ofresident natural
enemies, these aphids reached outbreak
proportions. As a result, over 120,000 hectares of wheat were sprayed aeriallywith
insecticides. ln1975, the aphids and the
Barley Yellow Dwarf Virus they transmit
were responsible for the loss of about 20%
of nationalwheat production. In 1976, the
Chilean government's agricultural resezrch
centre, in conjunction with the FAO, initiated a pest management programme. As part
of the strategy, several aphidophagous
insects and parasitoids were introduced
against the aphids. Five species ofpredators were brought in from South Africa,
Canadaand Israel, and nine species ofparasitoids of the families Aphidiidae and
Aphelinidae came from Europe, California,
Israel and Iran. ln 1975, more than 300,000
Coccinellidae were mass-rearedand
released,and from 1976 to 1981 more than
4x106 parasitoids were distributed
thÍoughout the cereal areas ofthe country.
Aphid populations were maintained belov/
the threshold where they could inflict economic damage by the action of biological
control agents(Zufriga. 1986).

Cuba
Since trade relations with the socialist bloc
collapsed in 1990, pesticide imports to the
island have dropped by more than 60 percent. Because ofthis, the Cuban government adopted an IPM policy which focused
on biological control in its search for techniques that would enable biologically
sophisdcated management of agro-ecosystems G.osset and Benjamin, 1994).Key
components of their strategy are the
Centers for the Production of
Entomophagae and Entomopathogens
(CREEs),where the centralised, 'artesanal'
production of biocontrol agents takes
place. By the end of 1992,2 18 CREEshad
been built throughout Cuba and were providing services to the State,cooperatives,
and individual farmers.
CREEsproduce a number ofentomopathogens (B aci llus t buringiens is,
B eauu eri a bussia.n a, Me tarb izium
anisopliae, and,Verticillium lecaniD, ^s
well as one or more species of
Tricbogramma wasps. Their production
depends on what crops are being grown in
the area.

The array of both proven and promising
IPM technologies developed by innovative
researchers and indigenous farmers offers
considerable potential for reducing agrochemical use and improving agricultural
sustainability. The challenge now is how to
incorporate local knowledge and skills as
well as innovative IPM research into the
research agenda ofnational and international organisations. The other challenge is
how to mobilise these organisations to help
scale up the initiatives described here and
make wider eco-regional impact possible.
At the political level it is clear that a true
reduction andlor elimination of pesticide
use in the agro-export sector will require
major political reforms that deal with the
reasons why farmers turn to chemicals.
These include government pesticide subsidies, corporate control of agricultural
enterprises, research serving the needs of
the pfivate sector, and intemationally set,
unrealistic, cosmetic standards.
T
MiguelÀ
Altieri md Clara I. Nicholls, ESPM
Division of Insect Biology, UniveÍsity of Califomia,
Berkelev. USA

Tóle 2. Selectedexamplesof croppingsystemsin whichthe presenceof weedsenhances
the biologicalcontrol of specificcrop pests(afterAltieri,1994).
Croooinswstems Weedsoecies

reeulated ractoís)invotved Country
Pest(s)
Chemical
repellenceor
masking

Colombia

lmported cabbage
butterfly(Prezs
rapae)and aphids
\Brevicoryne
brassicae)

Alterationof
colonisation
background
and increaseof
predators

Chile

Naturalweed
comprex

Heliothis zeE
Spodoptera
frugiperda

Enhancement
of
predators

Colombia

Naturalweed
complex

Dalbulus maidis

Interference
with leaÍhopper
movement

Nicaragua

Soybean

Broodleafweeds
and grasses

of
Epilachnavarivestis Enhancement
parasites

Soybean

Cassiaobtusifolia

Nezarairidula,
Anticarsia
gemmatalis

Increased
abundanceof
predators

Soybean

Crotalaria
usaramoensis

Nezaraviridula

Brazil
Enhancementof
Tachinidparasite
(rrichopoda sp)

Sweetpotatoes

Argustortoise
Morningglory
Ipomoea asarifolia beetle
(Chelymorpha
cassidea)

Vineyards

Naturalweed
comprex

Beans

Leafhoppers
Goosegrass
(Empoasca
(Eleusineindica)
and red sprangle- kraemerl)
ïop (Leptochloa
frliformis)

Brussels
sprouts

Naturalweed
comprex

Corn

Grapemealybug
Pseudococcus
affinis

Mexico,Colombia
Brazil

Provisionof
alternatehost
fortheparasite
Emersonellasp.

CostaRica

Enhancenatural
enemies

Chile
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A Perspective
on IPM
In the past six weeks I visited the future of tPM in two places. One was about J hourc east
of takarta, in a rice growing village in Kalensari,District Indramayu, westlava, Indonesia
My hostsincluded warciah, Madamin, sobari, H. yusuí,and ahout a dozen other Íarmerc
vvhohave done rcsearch for the lart two yearc on the agro-ecology of their village.My
companions included a younglapanese staff member of his Ministry oÍlgriculíure and
two FAOfield staff who both had visited KalensaribeÍore. Our faciliktor wasArief, also
with FAq who moved to Kalensarttwo yearc ago and rtudies agrc-ecologywith farmerc
there. while my leaming came írom participating in meetings,field visit) and interuiews,
the scienfirtfarmerc of Kalensarihave recentlycompleted adekiled monograph.

PeterKenmore
cientists have been characterised as
having three essential tools: clear
understanding of currently accepted
explanations and concepts, fresh observations from nature, and a profound dissatisfaction with these two, because they do not
match. The scientist farmers in Kalensari
have all three. When extension agents told
farmers to apply insecticides to control rice
stemborer (Scr'rpopbagct.spp.) , and they
did, they observed that damage to treated
fields was nevertheless often high. Vhen
extension told them to plant on a rigid calendar schedule to avoid stemborers, and
they did, they observed that stemborers
sometimes caused healy damage, arrd
sometimes not. Theywere dissatisfied with
the cuffent explanations, and they conducted, and continue to conduct, a number
of field studies to create better knowledge.
Many of these studies examined in detail
the behavioural and population consequences of the stemborers'life cycle which
has evolved and adapted to the uncertainties of rainfall. The scientist farmers have
discovered by asking straight questions in
the field how to observe and analyse insect
populations during the dry fallow season
from August to November. They track
quantitatively the survivorship, diapause,
emergence and invasion flights of stemborers. This allows them to decide for themselves, based on precise 'readings' oftheir
local agro-ecosystem,when to plant rice so
as to minimise the immigration of pests.
They understood from the beginÍdng thar
their results would bring them into conflict
with a centrallymanaged extension system.
They addressedthis conflict with conidence and skill. They began the task ofconvincement with inÍluential villagers, carrying
the local extension worker along v/ith them,
then proceeded to the subdistrict officials,
neighbouring sub-districts, and ulrimately
the district head, in whom they found receptive. In their organisational meetings, andlater in educational seminars for officials, they
used the power of their science to make
theiÍ case.At the same time they made clear
that they would take firll responsibility for
the management of insect pests in their communities. This was an important atrnouncement, becausewhen accepted it relieved
8
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local officials from central crop protection
targets and allowed them to leam about the
local agro-ecosystem.
In consequence, the iffigation schedule
for the district Indrama)'u - often
Indonesia's highest rice producing district has been adapted to the scientist famers'
recommendations. Educational seminars
have been organised with farmers from all
the other subdistricts. All sub-district agricultural officials and many local government staff have been or are in training
courses given by farmers. In agro-economic
terms, the communities are growing as
much or more rice with fewer inputs.
Iíhile El Nir scientists are confident they
know what is happening with stemborer
populations in their slightly moistened fallow fields, and they are ready with alternative management strategies.
The second, temporary, home of the
future of IPM was 2 hours west of Boston,
USA, where a group of Indonesian and
Vietnamese IPM trainers and managers are
spending six sabbatical months. These are
seasonedfield experts and organisers. They
have each been responsible for a number of
Farmers Field Schools and the community
IPM linkages after the Farmers Field
Schools. A very innovative grant has made
it possible not only for them to improve
their command of English, but more importantly to interact with community organisefs, adult educators, and IPM farmers in a
very exotic ecosystem. This allows them
time to analyse together and at a distance
theii Asian IPM experiences, to forge their
own linkages as an intemational IPM management team, and by comparing North
Atlantic IPM with Asian IPM, to reflect in an
academic setting on the rapidly changing
roles ofcivil society and the state. They
have already become participants and
teachers at the local university. \When they
retufn to Asia they will work as a networked team among Asian countries as
well as within each of Íheir own countries.
Scope of IPM
Participatory IPM led by farmers is now
pfacticed in over 50,000 communities
found mostly in Indonesia, Vietnam,
Philippines, Bangladesh, China, Sri Lanka,
India, Cambodia, Lao PDR, Republic of
Korea, Ghana, Kenya, Cote d'Ivoire,
Burkina Faso,Mali, Egypt, Sudan,

Honduras, Nicaragua, Senegaland
Zimbabwe . This is over 2 percent of all
rural villages in all developing countries.
There are over 30,000 competent IPM rrainers any of whom can facilitate a Farmers
Field School through an entire crop season,
and then the resulting farmers' IPM group
through the remainder of theiryear-round
production agro-ecosystem.The majority
of those trainers are themselves small-scale
farmers. Farmers practicing IPM have
increased their seasonalprofits by as much
as 30 percent, increased yields per hectare
from 1 percent to over 10 percent, all while
reducing pesticide use by 30 percent to
over 95 percent (and oÍten eliminating
insecticide use) and substantially lowering
occupational health risks. Most of the communities practicing IPM gfow rice, but IPM
is also practiced by farmers of maize, soyabean and other field beans, cabbage, tomato,
groundnut, coconut, cacao, coffee, peppefs, sweet potato, cotton, mango, and
cucumber. Government agencies and
NGOs have both initiated IPM programmes,
and found that theywere transforming
their own institutions as farmers demanded
better technical information, better service,
and a larger role in planning programmes.

History
The history of IPM in and by rice-farming
communities falls into three periods. From
1967 to 1977 was the era of the high Green
Revolution. Even before the official release
of rice variety IR8 more than 50 percent of
farmers had already begun using insecticides in the Philippines, up from about 3
percent ten years before. By 1985 more
than 90 percent of farmers in Southeast
Asia were using insecticides in irigated
rice. The vast maiority of those insecticides
were subsidised. Farmers were not paying a
market price for insecticides, so they could
not make an informed financial decision.
Yet nearly from rhe beginning of the
Green Revolution increases in insect populations following insecticide applications
were detected. In a survey of farmers' fields
in W'estJavaconducted in 197O-7L.Ir197|
staffmembers at the IRRI were routinely
treating varietal scfeening tfials with insecticides to build up populations of planthoppers. Insecticide-induced increases in populations of plant-sucking insects are among
the first reliable symptoms of an intensification syndrome, exemplified Lrythe Green
Revolution model, that de-stabilisesproduction.
The ecology ofthis syndrome had been
sketched - but left incomplete due to political economic pressures - inJapan in the early 1960s byY. Ito and K. Kiritani. In tropical countries it was only re-discovered in
the later 1970s after insecticide-induced
outbreaks became common. Destruction of
predators and parasites ofplanthoppers by

insecticides allowed these insects to multiply. Insecticide resistance did not play a
major role in rhe politically strategic outbreaks ofthe 1970sand 1980s.The caoaciry of insects to multiply. and rhe ferociously local character of population dynamics where ten square meters could maintain a
population one thousand times larger than
an adjacent ten square meters - meant that
local managers of individual paddies - the
rice farmers, could benefit from in deoth
knowledge oí agro-ecology
Frcm 1977 to 1987 IPM moved from
research towards extension. By 1988
Training and Visit extension systems in the
Philippines, Indonesia, Sri Lanka,
Bangladesh, India, Thailand and Malaysia
wefe attempting to introduce IPM to fice
farmers through their systems of impact
points' or through strategic extension campaigns designed on the principles of social
marketing. These centrally driven message
delivery systems, no matter how sophisticated, could not respond to fine-grained
local ecological variation.
Recommendations were inflexibly early,
Iate, or inappropriate . More dangerously, in
the area of crop protection these recommendations often collapsed under commercial marketing pressure to chemical product pushing. The logical fears ofextension
agents that by failing to push (even optional) chemicals they would be culpable for
any crop failure , whether pest-associatedor
not, led to a one dimensional view of their
job. To satisfy superiors who communicated by setting targets for inputs distribution
extension agents often became chemical
dealers themselves.
New sources oflocal expertlse had to be
engaged. Those sources are the communities themselves. In most Asian extension
systems the cfop protection units are semiautonomous. Their staff are supposed to
have special qualifications, and they are
required to go into farmers'fields in order
to report upwards on threatening pest populations. Síhile their surveillance work
often served as a trigger to release more
subsidised pesticides, their relative independence and assignments to the field
created windows of opportunity for training and education. These field staff, most
never having planted and grown a complete rice crop, were put through intensive
fleld Training of Trainers courses for four
months, six days perweek in the field. As
farmers became pest control experts, pest
control staff gained credibiliry as farmers.
They also learned and practiced adult nonformal education skills, and welded together in teams that could rely on each other
when they were re-inserted into their home
office bureaucracies.
From 1988 to the present IPM, while for
the most part remaining within national
stÍuctures of agricultural extension, has
moved toward education rather than training, and through education towards community organization, communify management, planning and community control of

IPM. Full time IPM trainers facilitating and
then following up Farmers Field Schools
have been succeeded naturally by networks
of fafmer trainers who can call upon specialists for specific advice. These farmer
IPM trainers now carry out the majority of
training in Indonesia. Ln1993 a Global IpM
Field Exchange and Meeting was held in
SoutheastAsia. Participants from Africa, the
Near East, Latin America, and Europe spent
ten days in the field leaming from Asian
IPM farmers, then planning for their own
countries. This has led to strong initiatives
of participarory IPM in Africa, the Near
East, and Latin America.
lmpactof IPM
As IPM becomes a doorway for transformation and community empowerment we
require new thinking about impact. While
agro-economic criteria of impact are necessary they are not sufficient. The quality of
scientiÍic process and the social-political
momentum of empowerment afe equally
necessary, and the three dimensions must
be accounted for in studies of impact.
The narrowly agro-economic impact of
IPM, after taking into consideration the
costs of Farmers'Field Schools and Training
ofTrainers, is considerable. One study of
over 1300 villages in Vietnam showed a 4
pefcent yield increase in rice and over
20 percent increase in profits. Farmers
Field Schools organised by trainers in seas,
ons after their own training was completed
in Ghana, Cote d'Ivoire, and Burkina Faso
have shown savings for rice farmers of over
US$90 per hecrare, with ar least as high
yields, and profirs increasingby over 25
percent. In Philippines, when cabbages
were contaminated by over-use of pesticides, IPM training resulted in farmers reducing from over 20 applications per season
to tfuee, including one treatment with an
insect pathogen. In Indonesia there were
three nationally threatening planthopper
outbreaks on rice between 1977 and 19a7.
In the ten years since, under an IpM national declaration and removal ofpesticide subsidies, there have been no national outbreaks. The savings to the govemment of
Indonesia by eliminating the subsidies has
exceeded US$1 bitlion. India eliminatecl a
US$30 million annual subsidy by the central
government for insecticides, and instead
imposed a 10 percent excise tax on them.
This has meant US$60 million annual new
income to the govemment, which spends
over US$10million peryear on IPM field
training. In China, provincial governments,
impressed by farmers' profits increasing by
over 15 percent from practising IPM, now
pay for more IPM training than the central
government. When calculated from fieldderived estimates of micro-benefits to
farms, the financial rates of return of IpM
investment have exceeded líodd Bank and
Asian Development Bank critieria forproject approval.
A crucial dimension of IPM impact is
empowefment. The Kalensari experience

illustrates how communities come to control the IPM research, planning and implementation process by engaging the wodd
around themselves. This is the path forward. My final examples, from Africa, show
how the path may be followed in other
regions. In Kiambu district, Kenya, a group
of women farmers held an IPM Farmers
Field School and continue to meet every
week, a year later, in the field often with
their facilitators and technical advisers,who
are also women. They work in coffee-tomaÍ<>maizesysrems.During myvisit inJuly
1997 theDirector of CropProtection of the
Kenya Agricultural Research Institute delivered to this group of 25 women a diagnostic report on a tomato pathogen that the
farmer scientists had recognised was neither a nutritional disorder nor insect damage. The report offered both chemical and
cultural management options. The group
discussed the report, and seemed likely to
choose the cultural management option
and not the chemical one. What was remarkable was that this group of farrners had
accessed the leading national institution
and received service, iust as giant plantation operators do, in order to inform their
decision making. This is the power of scientist farmers.
The final case is from Mali, where a
group of farmers had completed Farmers,
Field Schools and were reporting results to
our August 1997 visitors group of outsiders
and irrigation sysrem officials. $7hen these
scientist farmers explained that insect pests
were not observed to be a threat in that
season, due to effective natural enemies,
the most senior of the irrigation officials,
with a plant prorection background, protested. He accused the farmers of being
complacent, that other pests they could not
observe might be destroying their crop. In
reply, the senior female farmer raised her
voice from the end of the room, and accompanied by affirmations from both men and
women farmers, engaged the official in discussion. She explained that because they
had conducted simulation studies of rice
crop damage and observed and measured
how the crop had recovered, the scientist
farmers were confident that other damage,
even if unobserved, would not result in
yield loss. She then went on to raise the
issue of the "package" of inputs rhat each
farmer was required to take and pay for out
of the harvest. She recalled that the package included abour US$80 worth of pesticides, which were not needed at all that season. Faced with scientiÍic arguments and
with the unanimity of rhe group of IpM
scientist farmers that season, the irrigation
official conceded that the package would
be re-examined. Síhen the content and process of IPM are linked to community
power, even during the first seasons,transformation begins.
T
PeterKenmore,
FAO, AGPP, clobal IpM Facility, Viale
delle Teme di Carcalla, 00100 Rome , Italy.
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Cropprotectionin the 1990s
During the | 990s, there have been new
awínenessesand developments in crop
protection. Therehave been improvements in use6 consumerand environmental protection at the product development level and in the apprcaches adopted. When we analyse the relevance of
these improvemenb for small famterc in
developing countrtes, however, it
becomes clear that there is stiil a lack of
progress in making the new crop prctection practices auailable to them.

pesticides. These show widespread resistance and contain the most toxic substances. However, as we shall see in this article,
small farmers can benefit from an integrated approach to crop protection.

cotton that contain elements of preventive/natural crop protection, it can be demonstrated that a crop that consumed 25% of
the world's insecticides could be grown
successfully without any insecticide at all.
Tadeo Caldas (1997) has reported on the
Approachto development
major crop protection strategies in cotton
glable 3). Interestingly, neither the
During the 1990s, important integrated
approaches to user, consruner and environConsultative Group on International
Agricultural Research (CGIAR) nor the
ment friendly crop protection have been
developed. These include integmted cultiagrochemical industry contributed in any
vation systems for organic cotton involving
way to the development of organic cotton
elements of preventive crop protection;
cultivation systems. Instead, its success was
Farmer Field Schools; Farmer First
due to the concerted effort ofprivate companies, advisers and farmers.
GabyStoll
Research; Participatory Technical
Development@ID); and Local Knowledge.
The following comparison of crop proWith experience and confidence in these
tection strategies adopted in conventional
development during the periapproaches growing, it became obvious
and organic cotton shows that yields are
lloduct
under consideration is characterthat it is possible to secure yields using far
lower in organic cotton. However, the
JZod
I
ised by the intensive and aggressive
less pesticides than had previously been
reduced costs involved in crop protection
development of products using biotechnolsuggested. Cotton provides an excellent
measures and the price premium offer compensation Clable 4).
ogy and genetic engineering. This can be
example of this. Síith the development of
seen from the following figures:
integrated cultivation systemsfor organic
The cotton example shows that belief in
the indispensability of pesticides arises
from a scientific bias, and that this is maintained by particular interests. It also shows
Table1: PredictedUSMarketfor biopesticides,1992-2002(in millionsof USS)
that the development of a viable alternative
crop protection concept requires a holistic
1992
1997
2002
ACRin%
approach incorporating elements of the
natural, social and economic sciences.
Bacterial
68
137
275
15.0
Finally, we see that non-traditional
Pheromones
42
56
75
6.0
researchers can further develop results
Viral&fungal
26
44 69
10.3
Others
13
16
23
5.9
from basic research, through such strateTOTAL
559
740
1002
6.0
gies as adaptive research and PTD for example, and achieve acceptance in the field.
ACR= Annualgrowth rate
Similar conclusions can be drawn from
Source:Perticide Atdook, February1994
studies of rice production.

The US government is actively supporting
this trend. Between I99l and1994,5C7O
%oof al7new pesticide registrations were
issued for biotechnologically and genetically engineered products. In addition to
developing products using these advanced
technologies, another trend can be
observed. The agrochemical industry is putting considerable effort into stimulating the
market for conventional pesticides in látin
America and Asia, as these offer the greatest
gÍowth rates. Countries such as Brazil,
China and India have become important
producers of conventional pesticides in
recent years, and in a number ofdeveloping countries these products are sold very
cheaply at local markets. One consequence
is that it is easier for farmers to buy these
products so they are able to make more frequent applications, a practice that we
know is harmful for users, consumers and
the environment (Table 2). This table
shows that resource-poor farmers have little access to the new developments being
made in pesticide products. Resource-rich
farmers. however. can afford the newer
and safer pesticides. Poor smallholders are
only able to afford the older generation of
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productivity,incomeanddangerof pesticidepoisoningfor
Table2: Accessto pesticides,
farmerswith differentresourceendowment
FARMER

Pesticide
cheap
Toxicityclass
l& ll
non-selective
high resistance

Veryresource-poor
farmers

accessto capital
accessto products
productivity
income
user-safety

Resource-ooor
farmers accessto capital
accessto products
productivity
income
user-saÍety
Resource-rich
farmers

expensive
lesstoxic
selective
low resistance

accessto capital
accessto products
produdivity
income
user-safety

+/+/+/-

Í
+

!

+
+

+
+

Table3: CropProtectionstrategiesin organiccotton cultivationin India,
senegalandZambia

Pheromones,lures,traps
Matingdisruption
Trichogramma
Chrysoperla
carnea
Ladybirdbeetle
Bacillus
thuringiensis
NuclearPolyhedrosis
Virus
Neem
Otherbotanicals
Cow urine
Trapcropping
Bordercrops

Y loc
N

I loc
N

Site t

Site2

Y imp
YN

Y imp

NN

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

Farmerrield Schools(FFS)
The concept of FFSwas originally devel_
oped as an extension methodology for IpM
in rice. This methodology is based on a
structured learning process. The concept
allows farmers to explore areasof research
t}ratare of particular interest and importance to them. This training concept is not
only limited to IpM in the strict sense. In
Asia, many NGOs and farmers, organisa_
tions have adapted and interpretecl it to suit
their own specific situations and interest.
Some of these organisarions apply the FFS
concept not to IPM as such, but to agricul_
tural system development in general. The
flexibility of the concept and the experiential learning on which it is based have made
it a widely used and valuable extension
tool.
These approaches start with a paÍÍicipa_
tory problem analysis and local knowledge.
The experimental site is usually the
farmer's field or a special experimental site
identi-fied by the farmers, group. The key to
this approach is to teach farmers to experi_
ment with their local knowledge or
newexternal information in order to make
it effective and suitable to rheir specific situation. Farmers and extension workers
gain methodological skills to develop their
own solutions. This challenges conventional research paradigms and calls for a new
relationship and respect between the vari_
ous actors involved. Examples of this
approach are the development ofneem
extracts in Thailand, the MASIpAG pro_
gramme in the Philippines where farmers
select and breed rice varieties according to
their own criteria, and coffee farmer cooD,
eratives that rear their own beneficial
insects.
Smallholder options
Nowwe have to answer the question we
posed earlier: what access do resourcepoor farmers have to natural crop protec_
tion practices? Let me quote the participant
from a workshop on natural crop protection held in TanzaniainDecember 1996
who said, "There exists a significant
amount ofknowledge on natural crop pro-
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tection, but we believe it is not well organ_
ised and developed. It is still largely under_
valued, notwell experimented and there
has been little diffusion. There is. therefore.
a need for us to share the various experiences and methodologies used here and
there and to develop this field further,,.
This participant acknowledges that
accessto information on natural cfop pfotection practices in the widest sense has
improved. But this does not meao that the
information is getting ro the right place.
Infomation only becomes relevant when it
is enlivened, that is when it has been transformed in such a way that it can be incorpo_
rated into people's daity life and work.
However, this is the 'big gap,. The interplay
between the various acrors is stjll not optimal when one looks beyond the small
islands ofinnovations. Research topics are
still detemined more by who and what

receives financing, rather than by what is
relevant to small farmers. This means that
topics important to this group are largely
under-represented.

Finalreflections
During the last 1Oyears, and particulady
while working with rhe people of
SoutheastAsia on the development ofnatu_
ral crop protection practices, I learned by
observation and experience that lhey are
guided more by the concept of ,but-as-uell,
than by the Westefn concept of ,eítber-or'.
Underlying the 'but-as-well,is the concept
of multiple approachescapable of responding to multiple realities, realities which
might seem to contradict each other if we
take the 'either-or'perspective. If we relate
this insight to crop protection, we create
room for multiple approaches where the
one does not hinder the other.
I
Gaby Stoll, Misereor, pO Box 1450, D-5201 5 Aachen.
Gemany
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Table4: comparisonof crop protectionstrategies
andyieldsfor conventional
and organiccotton

India

crop protectÍon
strategy

Endosulfan
Monocrotophos
BHC
2,000

Trichogramma

ca.7applic.
contad- and systemic
insecticides
3,700
2,700

predators
commercial
biosprays
3,500
2,500

yield kglhasc

Malathion
Dimethoate
Sumicidin
2,800

preoators
pheromones
Beauveria
2,600

crop protection
strategy

ca-5 applications
of
insecticides

Trichogramma
Bacillus
thuringiensis

yieldkg/hasc

1,500

1,200

yield lg/ha sc
Turkey

crop protection
strategy
yield kg/hasc

Egypt

crop protection
strategy

1,500

Ceneraffy: * lower costsÍor crop protectionmeasures(60_70y")
- pricepremium
of 1S_20"/"
Source: IFOAM, 1996
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Naturalpestmanagement
in Zmbabwe
TheZimhabwean Eco-lab has an innovative way of tackling farmer participatory
training in pestmanagement ZIP Research
operates írom the ECO-laband is concerned with training the Farmer Field
workerc (rrWs) selected byÍarmerc'
groups.

Pest Management CNPÀ/[)and organic farming methods. NPM is concerned with developing farming systems that manage pests
naturally, that is without synthetic pesticides. NPM strategies rely on farmers'
knowledge and try to minimise the need for
interventions.

SamLJ.Page

Training provided by ZIP Research has borrowed the 'leaming through
experimentation' approach of FAO Farmer
Field Schools. However, ZIP Research training is less 'topdown', in that training is given mainly to famers rather than extension
workers. There are three reasons for this.
First, farmers are highly motivated because
they depend on farming for their survival.
Second, farmers are mainly women whereas
extension workers are generally men.
Third, training farmers directly ensures that
the knowledge stays within the community.
If an extension worker received specialised
training, he or she might be tempted to look
for a more lucrative job elsewhere. ZIP
Research trains in NPM and its approach is
holistic and agro<cosystem oriented. This
means that the farmers who participate can
eliminate all synthetic pesticides from their
faming system and are then able to apply
for organic certification in order to receive a
premium for their produce.
Each training programme is 'tailor-made'
for a particular group ofparticipants and
proceeds from the demands of their agroecological zones and cropping systems.

FarmerParticipatoryTrainingin NPM

ince independence in 1980, communal
farmers in Zimbabwe have been persuaded to use increasing amounts of
fertiliser and pesticides on crops such as
maize and cotton and on their horticultural
produce. As a result, pests are becoming
resistant and soils are growing more acidic
and infertile. The use of toxic and expensive
inputs has brought health and money problems to manyfarmers and theirfamilies.
In ofdef to counter this tfend, a small
NGO known as ZIP Research has recently
been set up to offer safe and sustainable
altematives to synthetic fertilisers and pesticides. ZIP Research operates from the
Eco-lab, a purpose-built, fully equipped
laboratory built from NORAD funds
@{orwegian development aid). It is situated
in the Fambidzanai Permaculture Centre,
2O kilometers west of Harare. One section
ofthe Ecolab is devoted to research into
the indigenous natural enemies of common
pests, while the other is dedicated to training Farmer Field Workers CFFW)in Natural
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Training is only offered to farmers who are
actively seeking help to reduce their pesticide use. It forms part of a project which is
designed to eliminate all pesticides from the
faming system, promote environmental
awareness, and lead to improved incomes
through the sale oforganic produce either
on the local or overseasmarket. In some
cases,local extension officers are also
trained in NPM and organic farming methods, so they can help provide follow-up support to Farmer Field rvorkers (FFWs) and
act as a buffer between farmers and overzealous pesticide salesrepresentatives.

Trainingat the Eco-lab
Farmers select FFWs from their own com,
munities. The FFWs spend four weeks at
the Eco{ab, where they learn relevant facts
about soil science, insect life cycles, pestpredator relations, diseasetransmission and
development, and the way natural and synthetic pesticides work, through a series of
in-field and' jam-jar' experiments.
These FFWs also leam about the value of
indigenous seed, exchange ideas on traditional grain storage techniques, discuss
ways of designing simple experiments, and
learn the importance of maintaining diversity and soil fertility through mixed cropping, composting, green manuring and
cfop fotation. For the purposes of organic
certification, the FFW'sare introduced to
mapping, record keeping and the regulations laid down by the International
Federation of Organic Agriculture

r1
II
i

Working in the Ealab

Movements (IFOAM). Farmer exchange vis_
its and market survey opportunities are also
ananged, and games and songs are used to
consolidate the learning process.
This training is carried out in a spirit of
'sharing
ideas' and the FFWs learn tech:
niques which enable them to become keen
observers and innovators in both a scientif_
ic and creative way. The extended training
period also allows time forfriendships to
develop between the FFWs. This ensures
that the participants work as a team and
skills are shared.
ZIP Research decides whether trainees
will make suitable FF$ís. This final assessment is not based on academic achieve_
ments, but on a candidate,s motivation, out_
going nature, and his or her ability to empa_
thise with other farmers in their commu_
niry. Ideal FFWs are married, and therefore
have access to their own land. The compo_
sition ofthe group reflects the age, gender
and level of poverty of the farmers in their
community.

FFW-ledFarmerFieldSchools
On returning to their communities, the
FF$íis share their new knowledge and ways
of learning with the ten farme rs who origi
nally selected them. At the same time thev
continue to receive support from ZIp

cycles. They also examine the efficacy of
Iocal natural pesticides, grain storage treatments and the comparative susceptibility of
crop varieties to pests. ZIp Research,srole
during these Farmer Field Schools is to sup_
port the FFWSin their job as facilitators and
to offer advice when asked to do so.

Donorsupport
The FFtVs receive a small salary. This is provided initially by DANIDA, the donor,
although in the long term these salaries will
be paid for by the organic premium, which
should be at leasr 20 percent above normal
farm-gate prices. Expenses associatedwith
training and providing follow-up support
for the first two or three years must also be
met by donors. These costs, however,
appear well justi_fiedbecause results so far
have been impressive.
At the moment ZIp Research has fwo
proiects. The frst is being funded by DANI_
DA, and involves a collective of 60 farmers
and 6 FF$rs in Chinamhora. This group has
iust staÍted to supply Harare with its frst
fresh organic vegetables. The collective
grows tomatoes, peas and caÍïots in fota_
tion with brassicassuch as cabbage andalLiums such as onion, in order to control rootknot nematodes and satisS'local consumer
demand for these vegetables. They have
discovered fwo native plant extracts,
Mucherekesi (Seaortzict lnadag.tscarien_
sis), an effective fungicide, and Chowa
(Datura strí.nxonium), a good insecticide.

Experi m enti ng in o ryn i c p rc du cti o n

Research and from trained extension offi_
cers. The FFWs conduct regularFarmer
Field Schools, ensure that inclividual farm_
ers adhere to the agre€d guidelines for
organic production and certification, and
write monthly reports.
During the Farmer Field Schools, the
farmers' groups scout for pests and predators, discuss control strategies and carr',
out simple experiments on insect life

The farmers have also composed a number
of songs, and these help illiterate members of
tÍre group to retain facts about such organic
farming practices as composting, intercrop
ping and rotation. The songs also seem to
strengthen a dying tradition, rhe pmctice of
singing togetherwhile tilling the land.

One FFWworking in the cotton growing
area of Mtoko has discovered a small ant
which is predacious on stem-borers and
bollworms but which is only active when
there is an intercrop of indigenous cowpea
to provide shade and nectar. The FFW also
discovered a 'zebra' catetpillar that, astonishingly, seems to relish aphids!
The second project, supported by the
SIDA EPOPAprogramme , is based in the
Zamb ezi Y alley in northwest Zimbabwe.
Here, resettled farmers have cleared land
that was once home to thousands of ele_
phants, and now grow cotton and other
crops. Manyfarmers are concerned about
the environmental degradation tÍiggered by
this land clearance and the consequences
of heaw pesticide use. They have started to
experiment and grow cotton without pesticides.
ZIP Research has recently trained 30
FFWSto ensure that 330 farmers will be
able to produce organic cotton in the coming season.A minimum of 15 tons of lint is
required before spinning can begin. So far
the new FFWShave greeted their training
with enthusiasm, and have been spurred on
by the achievements of the organic farmers
in Chinamhora (they are planning ro hold a
singing competition next year!) However,
opposition from the many multinational
chemical companies which operate in the
valley is anticipared.

Farmer-Participatory
Research
Research conducted ar the Ecolab is
designed to support on-going projects.
Research topics are often initiated and car_
ried out by FFWs and their farmers, groups,
and results are shared amongst proiect
members. This coming seasonfarmers will
be reporting on the incidence ofpredatory
ants on intercropped and monocropped
fields, and will be finding out which varieties of tomato perform best during the
rainy season. Organic cotton growers will
be observing the impact of strip-cropping
sweet sorghum asalrap crop for the
American bollworm, and assessingthe suit_
ability of different live fencing materials for
encouraging insect predators.
Meanwhile, scientists at ZIp Research
will explore the efficacy of the,zebra, cat_
erpillar and various other indigenous natu_
ral enemies such as parasitoid wasps,
insect viruses and entomopathogenic nem_
atodes. They also intend to come up with
standards that can be used to measure the
effectiveness and selectivity of the many
plant-based insecticidal sprays used in
farmers' experiments. In this way scientists
and farmers can share the excitement of
applied research.
T

Sam L.J. Page, ZIP Research, Box Cy30l, Causewav.
Hamre, Zimbabwe .
*ZIP Research

is an independent scienriÍic unit
opeÉting under the auspices of the Zimbabwe
Institute of Pemaculture.
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Chineserice farmerc

The agro-ecosystem ofall crops changes
in the course ofthe cropping season. In
Sichuan, for example, veryfew stemborers
are found early in the rice season,whereas
thrips abound at this time. The proportion
of these two pests changes as the rice
grows. Parasitic v/asps @eneficials killing
leaf-eating caterpillars) are scarce eady in
the season,but become numerous in the
second half. In the FFS,farmers acquire the
skills needed to observe these changes as
they occurfrom week to week.
This model was first used to train farmers
in China in l994.Twenty-fwe farmers who
took part in the FFSin'W'an po Village,
Sichuan, China, in 1995 were interviewed
both before and after training and were
observed during the weekly training sessions (Mangan,1997).
'Wan
Po is situated in Meishan County, in
the Red Basin of Sichuan, about two hours,
drive south ofChengdu, the provincial capital. It has mild winters and very occasional
snowfall. Summef temperatures rarely
exceed 400C.A single hybrid rice crop is
grown in the summer, and canola or othef

Thenew IPMexperts
Thefarmer training approach discussedhere is FFS.Thefietd schools run in the Chinese
casestudy examined here involved some 2s farmerc who met each week Training took
place in the farmerc'own rtce fields. ln this supportive leaming environment, IocaÍ
ecology and practices were discussedand thó iamers, percefitions of their farm
agro-ecosystems were developed furthen This processof ohseruation is known as
a_gro-ecosltstgmanalysis. The outcome oÍ the farmerct weekly agro-ecosystem analysis
became the basis of such decision-making as whether or noí tícontinuá relying on
spiderc and parasitic wasps to control rtce pests.

MargaretS.Mangan
he FAO-IPM programme is based on a
new understanding ofrice field ecology. Experience in many countries
has shown that insecticides actually cause
more pests, and there is now a better
understanding of the importance of

crops and to stimulate farmers to use the
best possible agricultural practices.
Second, FFSsshould emphasise the importance of conserving beneficials: pesticides
should only be used as a last resort. Third,
crops should be observed every week and
farmers should be guided in this during
tfaining sessionsdesigned to improve their
skills. Finally, farmers should become
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beneficial insects and spiders in the rice
ecosystem. Research has shown that the
use of insecticides early in the season
destroys the detritivore and plankton feeding insect populations which are the first
food source for generalist predators such as
spiders. A lack ofgeneralist predators
leaves the crop more vulnerable to pest
population increases later in the season.

FourPrinciples
of IPM
There are four principles central to IpM.
First, to encourage the growth ofhealthy
14
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experts, their training empowering them to
make crop protection decisions responsive
to the needs oftheir crops.
Farmers need to knowwhich pests, diseasesand animals are beneficial. In rice
fields, beneficial species tend to outnumber
pest species by about two or three to one.
Farmers should also be able to identifi' neutrals - insects that are neither pests nor beneficials. Above all, theymust be able to
identiff all these agro-ecosystem elements
in their fields - not only on a classroom
chart.
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crops are planted during the winter.
The Wan Po FFS farmers were organised
into small groups of four orfive people.
Each group was named after some beneficial, for example, 'dragonfly', ,spider', ,parasitic wasp', or'ladybird'. Everyweek, each
group would complete an agro-ecosystem
analysis of their FFSrice field. This consisted of examining approximately ten hills
(clumps) of rice in a transect across the
field. Observations included recording the
types and numbers ofinsects, spiders and
other animals, and collecting information

3o

;

on disease,weather, general plant health,
and water level. This information was then
transferred to paper. Each group made a
drawing of a rice plant on a large sheet of
paper using crayons or coloured pens. The
farmers drew in all the pests on one side of
the plant and all the predators on the other.
Neutrals were grouped together in one corner, and weather and water conditions
were clearly indicated. Using this method,
farmers were easily able to track the ratio of
various pests to selected beneficials from
week to week (Mangan 1997).

Grouppresentations
A-fter entering the observations made in the
rice field on their drawings, each group
presented its analysis to the other farmers
in the FFS.Observations, conclusions and
the decisions they had made during the
week were discussed. Every week a different member of the group was encouraged
to be the presenter. The other group members contributed by answering questions.
Initial shyness and reluctance soon gave
way to confidence and selÊassuranceas the
ffaining progressed.
FFSscovered other activities besides
agfo-ecosystem analysis, the 'insect zoo'
being an example . A potted rice plant was
placed in a simple cage built by the farmers,
and a specific number of a particular kind
ofpest - such as 100 brown planthoppers were introduced into the cage. The pest,s
predators - five wolf spiders, for example were also released into the cage. Each
group of farmers was able to vary the
pest/predator ratio. At the end of the week,
the group opened up its insect zoo, and
pests and predators were counted. The
results, which usually demonstrate how
effective beneficials can be in destroying
pests, wefe then discussed with the members ofthe FFS.One ofthe results ofthe
insect zoo demonstration was that farmers
often started to experiment on their own
and brought these informal results back to
the group (Mangan 199D. Orher games
were designed to strengthen group cooperation and to helped farmers identiff pests
and recognise their habits.
Because the farmers applied what they
were learning from the very first activity
undertaken in the FFS,learning was functional. Famers developed a deeper understanding of how the di,fferent components
ofthe rice ecosystem interact, and this enabled them to make more informed decisions about their own field management.

Resultsof interviews
Twenty-five farmers in'W'an Po were interviewed before and after FFStraining.
Questions were asked about beneficials,
pests, neutrals, pest-predator relationships,
the ecosystem in general, and the effects of
pesticides used in the field.
Before the FFS,only 11 farmers knew the
names of those insects that were pests,
while 15 farmers, 60 percent of the total
sample, could not give a specific example of
any beneficial in the field. In pre-FFSinter-

views, 4 farmers said'AIl insects are pests,.
Before FFStraining, of the 25 farmers interviewed, only spiders (7 farmers), dragonflies (4 farmers) and ladybirds (1 farmer)
were known to be beneficial. In addition,
before the FFSfarmers could name veryfew
insects individually. The total number of
insects/spiders farmers referred to by name
ranged from one @oth times stemborers) to
a maximum of nine. The averagenumber of
insects mentioned was four.
A-fter training, all25 farmets mentioned
spiders, 2l farmers mentioned dragonflies,
and 6 farmers mentioned ladybirds. Seven
more beneficial insects were also named.
Most importantly, farmers could identif
these in the field. There wasa233 percent
increase in the total number of beneficials
named by the farmers after training. There
was a22 percent increasein pest species
named. The lowerpercentage was due to
the fact that farmers were abeady familiar
with pest species, but had not known very
much about beneficial species.
Before FFStraining, 4 of ttre25 farmers
had said they had seen some predatory spiderlinsect attack another insect. After training, l4 farmers had seen some predatory
spider or insect attack another insect, and
12 farmers described in detail what they
had seen. The FFShad successfullyfocused
farmers' attention on understanding how
beneficials actively controlled pests.
Before training, 15 of the 25 farmers said
it was beneficial to spray pesticides on their
rice. AÍter training, only 5 farmers continued to claim pesticides were beneficial, and
19 of the farmers explained pesticides wer€
not good because beneficial insects/spiders
were also killed in the process.
Before training, only one farmer was able
to give an answer that showed no misrinderstandings about the way pesticides
worked. A,fter training, 8 farmers provided
answers that indicated they understood
how pesticides killed insects, and another 9
farmers gave a correct explanation
although they added a few facts that were
not cofrect. A fundamental change in the
understanding of the function of pesticides
had taken place.
Only 5 farmers could give examples of
neutral insects - those that are neither pests
nor beneficials - before the FFS.The mosquito was the insect most named. After the
FFS,23 farmers were able to give corïect
examples, and most often these were mosquito larvae and ants. However, even after
training, farmers still did not understand
very clearly how neutrals functioned as a
major food source for beneficials during
the first third ofthe rice season,before
populations of plant-eating pests began to
increase. This was a concept that \Á/asnot
obvious to farmers.
Before FFStraining, farmers were asked
what would happen if all the spiders were
removed from their fields. Only 6 farmers
said that pest populations would increase.
After training, all farmers said pests would
increase if spiders were removed from their
rice fields. A_fterFFStraining, only 7 of the

25 farmers thought it would not be beneficial to have insects in the field, but none of
these 7 farmers said theywoutd kill the
insects they found there, even if this were
possible. They recognised that there were
predator and neutral insects as well as pests
in their fields, and that abalance between
them was necessary to maintain a healthy
ecosystem and protect the cfop. After training, only one farmerwas unable to name
more beneficials. No farmer said that all
insects were pests. The number of
insects/spiders named by the farmers in
their post-FFSinterviews ranged from 5 to
14. Onaverage, ten kinds of insects were
named.
These answers show the influence of the
FFSon developing a concept ofthe pestpredator relationships in the field, and on
extending farmers' understanding of how
generalist predators protect crops. During
the course ofthe FFS,the farmers' concept
of the rice ecosystem, and their understanding of the function of beneficial insects in
that ecosystem deepened considerably.
In the FFS,understanding and skills are
developed through direct participarion in
specially designed situations. The careful
aÍïangement of FFSactivities in this educational experience strongly contributed to
the formation of more scientific concepts.
The FFSwas effective becauseleaming
activities took place in a rice Íield - a familiar and learner-friendly environment.
The use of small groups of farmer Írainees to make observations, and the role
played by the FFSin challenging their conclusions, proved effective in bringing about
change in farmer practices. Interviews conducted one year after the FFShad been held
showed that the basic objective - to secure
a reduction in pesticide use - had been
achieved.
The application of these new IpM methods taught through Farmer Field Schools is
environmentally sound and sustainable. The
Farmer Field School is an efficient model for
empowering famers to reduce the use of
pesticides. Wider application of this rraining
approach benefi ts farmers economically they savemoney because they buy less pesticides - and benefits the planet's environment. Everyonewins.
I
Mafgret
Shergold Mmgan, 5 Lavender Iane,
Espermce, WÁ, Àustralia 6450. phone/Fax: + 6189071
15ó1 E-Mail: lj363o.24ol@compuserye.com
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Pemba is characterisedby two rainy
seítsons.Cassavais the staple food
although rtce, grown twice a year
under inigation, is preferred. ln the
| 980s, to reduce dependence on
imported rice, the Minidry oÍ
Agri cuIture introd uced i rrigatio n
schemesíor resourc*poor farmerc.
Local rice varietyyields were low
under rain-fed conditions, but showed
tolerance to prevailing pestsand
diseases.lnigated rtce yields werc
not much hetter, however, because
of low soil íertility, water management
problems, and such pestsand
diseasesas Hispa (rrtchispa sertcea),
Nce Yellow Mottle Wruskul'tu) and
stem borerc.

5

I

IPMin irrigatedrice
Zanzibar
on Pemba,
for smallholders
AshaOmarFakih,ShariffMaalimHamad
and ChristineWipfler
uring the 1970sand the 1980s.clove
f- prices were good and there was
enoughmoneyforthePlant
Protection Service (PPS) to offer farmers a
variety of chemical pesticides and spraying
services almost free of charge. Little consideration was given to environmental effects.
In the eady 1990s, clove prices fell and a
cheaper IPM approach was adopted.
Research into harmful organisms and crop
protection practices had provided insights
into pest and disease management. Chemical
pesticides not only presented al:,ealthlnazard, they also killed offnatural enemies, and
pests had become resistant to them.
Farmers proved reluctant to adopt these
extension messages.Changing from a conventional research and extension approach
to IPM proved di-fficult. Technicians have
to learn when and how to cooperate with
farmers, and farmers have to rely more on
themselves. Participation did increase during the course of the PPS-IPMprogramme,
although mistakes were made because
farmers had not participated enough in the
eady stagesof programme development.
T\
I
I

Thehistoryof the IPMprogramme
The IPM irigated rice programme was developed in three stages. First, on-farm research
into Hispa and Rice Yellow Mottle Virus.
Second, the results of the trials were used to
train farmers, and third, participative training
and a research prografirme were designed.
St a.ge one : on-farm re s ea'rc lt
The problems with Hispa (Iricbíspa sericea) and RYMV came to the attention of the
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PPSin 1990. Farmers were not involved in
initial on-farm research trials, where synthetic and botanicalTepbrosia uogelií) pe*
ticides were used against Hispa. Common
rice varieties were screened, and RYMV tolerant varieties were recommended. The
rice technology package presented to farmers suggested early planting to reduce
Hispa and RYMV incidence; simultaneous
planting by all the farmers in the valley to
diminish the risk of Hispa infestation and
minimise RYMV problems; keeping the
bonds clean to reduce multiplication of
Hispa on alternative host plants around the
rice fields; conÍolling water levels in the
Íields as the Hispa beetle readily attacked
tender plants too deeply immersed in
v/ater; the continual monitoring of fields to
enable the farmers to detect and solve field
problems as eady as possible; and the use
of Tepbrosia aogelii to control Hispa.
Sta.ge tu)o: cona entional tra'ining
ln1996, this newpackage seemed effective
and a training cumiculum was designed
which aimed at overcoming farmers' reluctance to introduce new cultivation techniques. In March 1997, the frst group of
farmers was selected, and seven women
and eight men met every two weeks.
Training on crop husbandrywas given in
the farmers' own fields, and field tours
were organised to the iffigated rice valleys.
The training programme involved very
limited farmer participation and demonstrations were the main teaching tool. However,
farmers were more interested in solving
their soilfertility and irigation management
problems. Training programme evaluations
also showed that farmers had not understood some of the topics and, therefore,
relected some of the recommendations.

Stage tbree: Fa.rmer Field Scltools
The training approachwas changed.
The SoutheastAsian Farmer Field School
approach was adopted and agro-ecosystem
analysis (AESA) was introduced. Farmers
were encouraged to make adeÍailedanaly'
sis of their crop, looking at the numbers of
insects per plant, water, weeds, number of
tillers and general crop health. They
learned to formulate research proposals
themselves and, on the basis of group analysis, came to decisions on crop, disease and
pest management.
As a result of farmer initiatives, a new rice
variety gained increasing popdanry. h L994,
farmers received rice from Pakistán as food
aid. The farmers who sowed some of this as
seed found that one variety showed promise.
They askedAli Badru, a technician from the
Irigated RJceDepartment, to veri4' their
findings. He compared the variety to recommended hybrids and local varieties. HigtÍy
productive , it yielded only a fittle less than
the hybrids. It also requiÍed less fertiliser
than hybrid varieties, and farmers could pro
duce their own seeds. The variety proved tolerant to Rice Yellow Mottle Virus, had a good
taste and was easy to harvest because ofits
height. The new variety took Ali Badru's
name and is extremely popular today.
More participatory research focusing on
alternatives to chemical fertilisers is
planned. Trials will be conducted with
green manure, and farmers will use the
AESAmethod to assesstheir crops.
I
Asha Omtr Fakih, Shariff Maaltm llamad,
Chrtstine Wipfler, Plant Protection Setrice,
PO Box 308, Chake Chake,Pemb4ZznzibíÍ

Two casesfrom the field

Caterpillars
andducks
Integratedrice-duck cultiuationin Wetnam

EFFECTIVENESS
l. No lobor cosl Íor weeding

Pham Cong Phin

uck raising has a long hisrorv in
T\
I
I Vietnam. Duck owncrs are conr
stantly trying to reduce feeding cost
and use paddy grains dropped around rice
fields to feed their ducks during the harvest
'When
pericd.
the young rice plants are
well established, ducklings are got ready.
The birds must be big enough to feed themselveswhen they are allowed into the rice
fields after the crop has been harvested.
An integrated rice-duck cultivation method developed inJapan offers another
approach to integrating duck-rice production. Ten day,old ducklings are released
into recently transplanted rice fields at a
density ofabout 190 ducks per hectare.As
they feed they help control insects, weeds,
snails and even mice. In doing so, they considerably reduce the amount of human
labour needed in cultivation. The ducks are
taken out ofthe fields before the rice ears
^ppeat. They are then big enough eat.
ln1994, the rice-duck sysrem was tested
for the first time in Vietnam. Trials took

(W

place in the SustainableAgriculture
Promotion Centre, Haiphong and were
guided by VAC VINA (Garden Association
of Haiphong). Farmers' interest was immediately aroused and the method is now
being used by several hundred families in
the locality. More data is necessary, however, before it can be introduced into extension programmes.
This method of chemical-free rice cultivation has aroused much interest inJapan,
where some 10,000 families have adopted
the system, and in Korea, China and
Taiwan. Recently, Tanzania also began
experimented with this organic alternative.
I
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Trappingthe RedHairy caterpillarin Andrapradesh,India
M.A.Qaium
he Red Hairy Caterpillar, or Amsacta
albistriga is a voracions polyphagous
pest attacking many rainfed crops in
Iow-rainfall areas of Andra Pradesh, Tamil
Nadu, Karnataka, Madhya Pradesh,
Maharashtra and Raiasthan in India. The
caterpillars devour sprouting seedlings and
cause damage rates that vary from 25-100
percent. Famers try to avoid the pest by
postponing resowing until late in the season but losses are still hearry. Deep ploughing to expose pupae to the sun, destruction
ofegg massesand digging trenches to prevent the migration of catepillars are also
ineffective.
Pesticide applications aÍe not an option
for smallholder subsistence farmers
because egg hatching occurs in many different batches and requires adequate and
immediate control. W'omen, children and
the elderly catch caterpillars but cannot
keep up with the speed at which they
emerge. Sanghi and Qaium developed a
Natural Pest Management (NPM) strategy

that draws on communal resources and
promises to reduce the work load that
catching caterpillars currently imposes on
women.
This NPM approach is based on the
observation that only collective action can
ensure the effective implementation of
non-pesticide control. Taking the behaviour patterns of the parent moth as their
starting point, Sanghi and Qaium, supported by regular meetings with scientists and
NGOs, set about motivating farmers and
training them to recognise patterns in the
moths life cycle and behaviour. Light traps,
each of which proved effective for atarea
of7 - 8 hectares were set up at night - the
time when moths are most active. Rainfall
predictions \À/eremonitored by farmers
enabling them to anticipate when moths
were likely to emerge and the eggs deposited by female moths around light sources
were collected and destroyed. Migratory
caterpillars were locked into traps baited
with their favourite food, such as cowpea
or cucumbers in intercropped fields or the
leaves of Calotropis orJatropba atfield
boundaries.

Whilst this strategywas successful and
pesticides were avoided, it was labour
intensive and made healy demands on the
capacity offarmers to cooperate together.
It did, however, help free women from the
week-long work of catching caterpillars
because night monitoring v/as generally
carried out by men. The results of this strategy have been such that the Andra pradesh
State Department of Agriculture, working
in close cooperation with NGOs, has
adopted it in a number of areas and it is
being recommended as a control strategy
by the Andra Pradesh Agricultural
Univ€fsity.
I
M.A. Qalum, Centfe for rJfodd Solidafity, H. No. 12-13445, Street No. 1, Tamaka, Secunderabad 500 017.
AndÍa Pradesh, India
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Foodsecurityandlocalprodu
Artianal biopesticidepodudion

local Productionof BiologicalAgents

I

Until recently, Cuban agricultural production wasbased almost entirely on the conventional indusfiialised model characterísedby a strong dependence on synthetic pesticides and fertilisery Íossil fuels and other GreenRevolution inpub. With the collapse of
the socialist trading bloc in I 989, however, the count(s accessto pesticides and other
inpuB it had rclied on vanishedalmost ovemight

PeterRossetand MonicaMoore
e simultaneous loss of most of the
country's imported agricultural and
industrial inputs; direct food imports,
intemational markets and sources of foreign
exchange resulted in a profound and continuing crisis for the Cuban people and government, a crisis amplified by escalation of the
US govemment's long-standing economic
and political blockade of the island nation.
Most critically, agricultural production and
food access plummeted to record lows,
resulting in acute food shortages in a country
thatfor decades had guaranteed an ample,
lowcost food supply as a right of citizenship.
In 1990, the Cuban President Fidel Castro
declared the start ofan indefinite 'Special
Period in Peacetime' as the framework for
the dramatic policy reforms necessary to
meet the basic food requirements of the
island's population. It was to be a period in
which Cuba's agricultural and economic
productivitywould be rebuilt. As a direct
result ofthe Special Period, Cuba has
embarked on an unprecedented national
transition from high-external input to lowinput and organic agriculture, including the
implementation of biological, control-
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based, integrated pest management (IPM)
approaches throughout the country.
Drawing on experience and investments
in human resources that predate the Special
Period by many years, policy makers, pro
ducers and researchers began adapting and
reconstructing Cuba's agricultural inÍrastructures to facilitate low extemal input
production, including the breakup ofstate
farms into smaller units under more direct
management by producers; the creation of a
national network of small laboratories producing an increasing variety of biological
control agents, botanical pesticides and bio
fertilisers; legalisation and promotion of private sectof fafmers' markets; widespread
development ofurban agriculture; and a
new emphasis on farmer-to-farmer and
farmer-tocxtensionist exchanges, on-farm
research and agro-ecological training for
producers and scientists alike.
Cuba's agricultural conversion not only
challenges the common belief that feeding
a nation's population depends on pesticides, but also highlights the strengths and
limitations of two different versions of IPM:
the'input substitution' approach as
opposed to using IPM as a component ofan
ecological agricultural system.

Coping with a more than 8O percent drop
in the availability of pesticides and fertilisers was among the more desperate challenges at the start ofthe Special Period.
Cuba's decades of experience with biological control proved crucial in meeting this
challenge. Historically, much of this experience was with massreared parasitoids.
Since 1968, the parasitic fly Lixophaga diatraeaehadbeen used against the sugar
cane borer in almost 100 percent of the
areas planted with sugar cane. Parasitic
wasps (Tricltogran'rma spp.) have been
widelyused since the eady 1980s against
kpidopteran pests in pastufe management, and later in tobacco, tomato and cas.
sava.Also in the early 1980s, the sweet
potato weevil Cylas formicarius begafl to
be controlled in sweet potato using predatory ants (Pbeidole megacepbala).
Reservoir populations of these ants were
established where they were naturally
abundant, and colonies moved into sweet
potato fields from these areas, achieving up
to 99 percent control.
Despite such successesand the adoption
of a national policy favouring IPM in 1982,
pesticides remained the main form of pest
control in Cuba until the onset of the
Special Period. At that point, researchers
working on biological control and other
aspects of ecologically-based agricultural
production systems were mobilised from
within different univefsities, ministries and
research institutions to respond to the crisis. In effect, this instantlymainstreamed
the ideas of a number of younger scientists
whose exposure to the enviÍonmental
movement and ecological principles had
led them to develop a critique of Cuba's
dependent modemised agriculture, but
whose ideas were marginalised within the
infrastructure supporting that system.
Based on the work ofsuch researchers
and using existing technologies, the
Ministry of Agriculture significantly accelerated and expanded existing plans to
increase the production of natural enemies
in order to replace the lost pesticide
imports. By 1994 some222 decentralised
'artisanal' laboratories
were in operation
and provided insects, nematodes and entomopathogens @acteria, fungi and viruses
that cause insect diseases)throughout
Cuba's 15 provinces. These labs, which are
called Centres for the Production of
Entomophages and Entomopathogens
(CREEs), facilitated the rapid adoption of
IPM systems in crops previously managed
under pesticide-based systems.
A typical CRIE we visited in Pinar del Rio
province employed 4 technicians with col-

,ctionof biopesticidesin Cuba
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for prevention. In that light it is interesting
that there has been a virtual explosion of
intercropping across Cuba's previously
monocultural landscape, as farmers have
raced ahead ofagronomic research to use
traditional methods whete modern ones
have disappeared. Many farmers argue that
the iírtercrops reduce pest attack and produce more per unit area. A now ubiquitous
cropping system is the maizelsweet potato
intercrop, which is said to greatly reduce
both sweet potato weevil and armyworm
infestations, enabling high productivify
without pesticides. In the absence of precise data, it is difficult to measure the relative contributions of new technologies like
biopesticides versus traditional and suddenly back-in-style practices like intercropping.
The Cuban case is a crucial one in that it
extends what have been local experiences
to the level ofnational self-reliance and
food security. That is important in the
1990s, an era in which concrete proof is
more important that idealistic rhetoric.
It cannot be denied that locally produced
biopesticides have played a key role in
allowing Cuba to overcome a food crisis,
although the actual efficacy ofthese
No panacea
'W'e
products and their importance in relation
do not mean to suggest that biological
to other changes in contemporary Cuba
pesticides have been a panacea for Cuba.
have proven hard to quanti,ff.
Fifst, it is hafd to obtain accufate estimates
T
of efficacy in Cuba. Second, many other factors have gone into stimulating increased
food production, not th€ least of which are
Peter Rosset, Institute for Food md Deyelopment
the higher prices paid to famers, land disPolicy (Food First), 398 60th Street, Oaklmd, califomia,
94618, USÀ E-Mail: foodfist@igc.apc.org and
tribution and new marketing mechanisms.
w.foodfirst.org.
Furthemore, artisanal production of bioMonica Mmfe, Pesticide Àcdon Network (PAN) North
logical control agents has not been without
America Center, 1 16 New Montgomery #81O, Sm
problems.
Francisco, Califomia, 94195, USÀ E-Mail: panna@panna.pma/.
org and w.pama.oÍg
CREEstaffreadily admit they cannot
ensure quality control standards or producRefef€Írces
tion goals in their artisanal laboratories, giv- Dlott, JefÍ, L Perferto, P. Rosset, L. Burkham, J.
en unpredictable supply shortages and powsuMontemey, andJ. Vandemeer. 1993. I-wlnput
in Cub* mmagementof
tainable agdculture
er cuts that are still common features of the
itrect pests and weeds . Agriculture and Human
Special Period. The resulting uneven quality
Values (lO)3:9-15.
and availability of biopesticides are signifi- Moore, Monica. 1996. Redefining
pest
integmted
pest
of
the
cant obstacles to the efficacy
md pesticide
farmer empowement
management:
agriuse reductlon in the context ofsustainable
management systems that depend on them.
culture. In: Barbara Dinhm (ed.) Grcwing food
Producers' unfamiliarity with biological conthe ltnk between pesticides
challenging
saurity:
trol is, more generally, another obstacle.
and access to food. pp. 79€8. London: The Pesticides
Most extension personnel are new to bioTrust.
TableI. NationalproductionfiguresÍor
- Rosset. Peter M. md M. Beniamin (eds). f 994. The
control themselves, and ffaining capacity is
biopesticidesin Cuba(metrictons).
Cuba's expefiment
greenlng ofthe revolutlon:
not yet sufficient to ensure that the biopestiMelbourne: Ocean Press
with organic agdculture.
cides are always used to greatest effect. As
Forinsectcontrol| 994
- Rosset, Peter M. 1996. Cuba altemative
agriculture
'1,312
chemical pesticides are either unavailable
thuringiensis
Bacillus
durlng crisis. In: L.À. Thrupp (ed.): Nw partnerwashington, D.C.:
ships for sustainable agriculture,
andlor unaffordable, however, producer
781
bassiana
Beauveria
pp. 64-7 4
'196
World Resources lffitit\te
experience with and enthusiasm for biologilecanii
Verticillium
- Rosset, Peter M. 1997. The crisis of modem agrlculcal pest control continues to grow.
142
Metarhiziumanisopliae
In:
alternative.
ture towtrd an agroecological
According to the Director of an award-winFeeding the wodd without polsons: supporting
Proceedings of the Fourth
healthy agricultur€.
ning CREEin the Province of Ia Habana, the
Forplant diseasecontÍol
Pesticide Action Network (PAI9 Intemational Meeting,
food-producing
important
most
2,842
country's
spp.
Trichoderma
May l8-2 | . 199'. SantaClm. Cuba. pp. l0-24
province, demand for biopesticides out- Rosset, Peter M. 1997. Cuba: ethics, biologlcal constrips supply at most CREEsduring peak sea- trot md crisis.,4grimlture
and Human values
FornematodecontÍol
(74)J:29r-3o2
1
7
3
sons, suggesting that limited production
lilacinus
Paecilomyces
capacity may also constrain IPM effrcacy.
In a larger sense,pesticides- whether
Source: Díaz, | 995,
biological or chemical - cannot substitute

lege degrees, 4 mid-level technicians, and 7
high school graduates.All were children of
members of the cooperative where it was
located. The cooperative received a ten-year
loan from the bank to construct and equip
the centre - a medium-sized house filled
with sterile microbiology-type lab rooms
and about a dozen autoclaves. According to
the director, the CREEprovided their products free of charge to the cooperative, at the
same time selling them to neighbouring
farmers, state farms and other coops. He
said that sales were sufficient for them to
break even, covering the cost oftheir salaries, loan payments, and the pest control
needs ofthe entire cooperative.
ril/hile many CREEsare on cooperatives,
others can be found in agricultural high
schools, universities, and mixed agro-industrial enterprises. Some are smaller than the
one described above, whilst others are
much larger. Cuban technicians have even
helped set up CREEsin other countries,
among them Mexico and Nicatagta.
\fith the creation ofthe CREEnenvork,
applications of biological control-based IPM
systems quickly expanded into new crops
and crop/pest combinations. CREEpersonnel are in close contact with the producers
they supply, and interact regularly with
them to improve the efficacy of biological
control in their regions. The production and
use ofentomopathogens has expanded particularly dramatically, and Cuba has developed unique capacities in this area. Many
improved techniques of production, harvesting, formulation, application and quality
control have been elabofated for numerous
bacteria and fungi. Bacillus tLturingiensis
(8.t.), is a bacterial insecticide widely used
to control a great variety ofLepidopteran
pests in many crops and is used for mosquito control in public health progÍammes. In
addition to the CREE'sproduction of 8.t.,
three 'semi-industrial'plants also produce a
more uniform B.t. biopesticide, which is
seen as a potentially important export pfod-

uct. Fungi-basedbiopesticides produced by
the CREEsand in widespread use include:
Beauueria bassiana, used extensively to
control Coleopteran pests - including weevils that attack sweet potato and plantain;
Verticilliurn lecanii, to control whitefly;
(Bemisia tabací), a vector of viral diseases
in tobacco. tomato, beans and numerous
other crops; Me tarbizium anisopliae, for
various insect pests; and Tricboderma spp.,
used as an antagonist ofthe soil-borne
pathogens oftobacco seedlings (see Table
1). Other biopesticides now being developed for scaled-up production include
Nonturaea riLeyi and Hirsutella tbomsonii.
Given the importance of tobacco in the
Cuban economy and culture, the successof
biological control in this crop is extremely
interesting. Tobacco production in most
countries is heavily reliant on methyl bromide, a higtrly hazardous and ozone-depleting fumigant pesticide listed for worldwide
phase-out under the Montreal Protocol.
Based on the successofTrichoderma spp.
as an alternative, Cuba now plans to prohibit all use of methyl bromide in 1998.
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Thisarticle discussesthe role of women in
agriculture in Wetnam and focuses on the
participation of womenfarmerc in IPM
FarmerField Schools Gril. The article is
based on the findings oÍ a study'Women
and IPM in Vietnam'canied out in 1994
by the Hanoi- hased Centre Íor Family and
Women Studies on behalf of the FAO.
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Womenfarmersand
IPMFarmerFieldSchoolsin Vietnam
NguyenNhatTuYen

r
I

ince the eady 1990s, the Vietnam
govemment has participated in FAO's
Intef-country Pf ogf amme on
Integrated Pest Management in rice in
South and SoutheastAsia. After the agrarian
reforms of the late 1980s, the Vietnam government became increasingly interested in
renewing the role of its plant protection
and extension agencies, and in handing
over more responsibility to farmers. It also
wished to cut subsidies on such agricultural
inputs as pesticides and fertilisers. Farmer
Field Schools (FFS)- where farmers re-discover the agro-ecosystem oftheir fields were introduced in Vietnam on a national
scaleinL992.

Agricultureand gender
The maior food crop in Vietnam is rice'
Rice production is practised in almost all
Vietnam. The deltas of the Red River in the
north and the Mekong in the south account
for more than 5Opercent of all cultivated
land. Eighty percent of Vietnam's 75 million population live in the rural areas and
70 percent make a livelihood from agriculture. While there are roughly the same
number of men as women in the total
labour force, the largest proportion of
female labour (72 percent) is to be found in
the agricultural sector. Although traditionally women are supposed to perform only
'light' agricultural work and men the
'heavier'
this is little more
iobs, in practice
'Women
actually perform
than a stereotype.
almost all the work done in agriculture.
Neady twenty years of war has only served
to exacerbate this situation.
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In the post-war period, the collectivisation model was introduced into vietnam,
and men and women became members of
cooperatives. During this period, women
were pushed back into their traditional
roles and the work done bY women was
valued much less than the iobs camied out
by men. Various studies show that the payment for a day's ploughing (done by men)
was twice as much as that paid fot a day of
transplanting, watering and weeding (done
bywomen) (Hong Hai, 1988)' By the end of
the 1980s, the collective model had been
succeeded by an individual householdbased form of production, and families had
been given title to their land for 25 yearc.
A survey camied out in southernVietnam
in 1993 (CF$íS, 1994) showed that women
do a larger proportion of the farm work
than men. Also, many women work as day
labourers and as such have to carry out
tasks that include harmful activities like
spraying pesticides. Another study by
Cantho Agricultural University confirms
that v/omen fofm the largest part of the
labour force and are involved in transplanting, weeding, harvesting and drying rice. In
households where male members are
absent, women also undertake most of the
winnowing, watering and pesticide spraying. Finally, we should note that in the
country as a whole there are 12 million
households, 3 million of which are headed
bywomen.
In general, studies of the division of
labour between men and women in the
rural areas show clearly that labour is not
divided simply according to sex on the
basis ofhealth conditions or physiological
characteristics. Rather, the division of
labourbetween genders is social in nature

and depends on long-standing habits,
customs and supeÍstitions.

Women'saccessto knowledge
Despite the fact that women take part
directly in many stagesof the agricultural
production process, women are neglected
in the field of agricultural training. This is
largely due to the widespread bias that
training supposedly deals with'technical'
knowledge and technology is supposed to
be a male domain. Vomen learn about agriculture from their neighbours, husbands,
parents, the radio or the newspapers and to
a very small extent (3.5 percent) from
extension staff. Gha| 1994).
\ffhen IPM Farmer Field Schools were
introduced into Vietnam, the bias favouring
male farmer participation was still prevalent. It was present in the selection criteria
used to determine who to admit into FFSS.
Criteria included the completion of lower
secondary school, farming experience, and
the ability to communicate knowledge to
others. Although useful in themselves especially as far as ensuring the dissemination of knowledge was concerned - these
criteria, if formally and rigidly applied'
restrict women's access to FFSs.
In Vietnam there are not enough extension workers at grass roots level. Extension
workers are usually male, and 100 percent
ofthe senior positions are occupied by
men. In countries where high input Green
Revolution agriculture has become the
dominant agricultural practice, the use of
pesticides, including highly toxic products,
is common. Extension and plant protection
agencies have become the major vehicle
promoting the use of these inputs, and generallv there is verv little discussion about

and special attention should be paid to
local traditions and customs that constrain
women's equality in agriculture. A gender
quota for Íield school training is not an adequate long-term solution. It is more important to raise gender awareness amoflg
social organisations, govemment agencies,
extension and other agdcultural departments, the local communify and its institutions - and amongst women themselves.
This should be done in a culturally sensitive
way, building on women's own achievements in their own society and locality.
Trainers
Since 1995, the national IPM programme
Trainers have a major role to play in organhas done much to address tÍre issues raised
ising a training event such that it meet the
in the W'omen in IPM study discussed here.
requirements of both male and female farm'
The women's Union has become more
ers.'When introducing a training course to
involved, especially at a local level. More
local leaders, trainers often lack informaeffort has been put into encouraging local
tion or knowledge about the way gender
leaders to facilitate women's participation.
operates in the division of labour in the
In addition, there have been several initiathey
do
ofthis,
Because
locality concerned.
tives to draw public attention to the probnot have the negotiating capacity to ensure
lem of women and pesticide use. A national
a fair representation of women in the FFS,
contest was organised and broadcast on
and often trainers themselves are not conTV, and a selectionwas made of those
vinced that such equality of representation
farmers' groups whose songs and poems
is important. The degree to which women
most eloquently expressed the importance
have participated in FFSup to now has
ofpreserving natural conditions in the rice
depended on the perception and initiative
fields.
and
trainers.
of individual staff
General concern about the importance
However, there is also a positive side to
of women in agriculture at a national level
the story. The fact that there are a feason(Ministry of Agriculture, Women's Union)
able number of female trainers in Vietnam
and at international level (FAO) is still not
(of course there is always room for
reflected in the specific activities of
fully
the
way
local
improvement) has influenced
the IPM programme. This is because of the
leaders perceive women's capabilities.
way FFSare linked institutionally to plant
Also, women farmers tend to take female
protection agencies, and, to some degree,
and
become
trainers as their example,
to the extension service. As a result, they
more self-conJident as a result. They find it
tend to be more technical than holistic in
easier to communicate and talk openly
their approach to agriculture.
with trainers who are also women.
'w'irh
rhe introduction of FFS,the
govemment has made an
Vietnamese
Trainingcurriculum
important step forward, and has enabled
T}ae L994 study by the Centre for Family
and Vomen Studies revealed that, generally farmers, both men and women, to gain
access to the most recent scientific insights
speaking, trainers lacked the practical skills
into agfo-ecosystem analysesand to more
to integrate gender awareness in the coninformation on how to care for their health
cfete activities of the tfaining pfogramme.
and their fields. At the same time, however,
The FFStakes up one growing season.Is it
the FAO and the Ministry of Agriculture
possible to cover the gender inequalities
should try to develop a vision of more susthatwomen experience in the household,
and healthy agriculture which will
tainable
their
agricultural
and
the
community
Familybacking
secure a lasting livelihood for future generalabour in one short growing season of 12Men usually take part in training activities
tions of famers.
14 weeks? The answer is, of course, no. A
because they decided to do so. Women
T
in
the
FFS
quota
representation
for
female
or
their
husband's
to
seek
often have
* A longer uersíon of tltis paper will be
is not sufficient to address - let alone to
family's approval first. In a discussion with
publisbed in'Women in IPM' (fortbcom'
redress - gender biases and the problems
women in Thang Binh, one woman said:
ing) edited by Elske uan de Fliert.
confronting women in their households
"whether or not a woman comes to this
and agriculturalwork.
training depends on the attitude of her husAlthough women play an essential and
band. I am lucky. My husband understands
'improvements' and
important role in agriculture inVietnam,
me and my desire for
Nguyen Nhat Tuyen, Social scientist, Centre foÍ
they rarely have a chance to participate in
Fmily and Women Studies, 6 Dinh Cong Tffg Str.,
when I go to the course my mother and sisHmoi, Vietnam
any formal or informal agricultural learning
ter help me with the household work. If
programmes. The IPM Farmer Field Schools
they didn't I would not be able to go each
References
have certainly enabled some women to par- - centre for Family md women Studies. 1994. Initial
time".
ticipate more fully, but in future FFSs
of women farmers in
study on the paf,ticipation
in vietÍram,
the IPM prograrnme
should focus more strongly on redressing
Localleadership
- Thai, T.N.D. 1994. Role of women in agdcultural
inequality by critically evaluating those
Village leadership, including village adminproductlon
in Mekong Delta. Paper presented at the
selection criteria that have so far hindered
istration and cooperative management,
National Symposium on Integration of\lomen in
the admittance of women. A closer look
Agriculture and Ruml Development, organised by
plays an important - if not essential - role in
MAFVFÀO, Hafloi, 5-7 DecembeÍ 1994.
should also be taken at the stereotypes
are
They
training
courses.
organising IPM
the ones who interpret and apply the selec- involved in the gender division of labour,

their impact on health and the environment. Prior to the introduction of IPM
Farmer Field Schools in Vietnam, pesticides
were widely used and were stored in the
farmers' houses - even in their kitchens.
Women did not use any protective clothing
when they sprayed their crops, and even
lactating women handled and sprayed
pesticides.
The introduction of IPM Farmer Field
Schools a few years after the agraian
reform laws came into force was at iust the
right time. Men and women farmers were
eager to know more about how to cultivate
their crops in a sound and economic way.
'Women
famers, however, did not
automatically benefit from the Field
Schools and were under-represented from
the start, as the following data shows. Up
to the autumn of 1995 only 13 percent of
the 37,000 farmers who attended FFSwere
women. Women were better represented
in the training of trainers programme for
IPM: by the autumn of 1995, some 1,250
trainers/facilitators had completed a
Training of Trainers course and 422 of
these were women. However, as 50 percent of all farmers are women, there is
clear$ still room for improvement.
'What
are the factors that prevent women
from participating in IPM FFS?The greatest
constraint experienced by women is time.
'W.omen
have to divide their time between
tasks in the home and in agriculture. A
woman farmer: "In the evening, before
going to the Field School, I have to prepare
the feed for the pigs for the next day.
Although my children can help me, I don't
v/ant them to workwhile I am out
studying". Time is also more'costly'forthe
poor, for widows, and for women with
small children. Besidestheir farm activities
and housework, these women often work
to eam the extra income they need by doing
off-farm activities such as trading or wage
labour. If this time spent on earning additional income could be compensated, then
the lowest income gÍoups would be better
represented in the Farmer Field Schools.

tion criteria. If men dominate village leadership, as is often the case, this can easily lead
to male bias in selection. Although there is
a set quota for women's participation, the
number of female trainees has always been
smaller than required. The main reason for
this is that there has not been enough
detailed discussion with women.
Insufficient infomation is given about
what goes on in Farmer Field Schools, or
about how important they are for women.
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Prythrtnsareagoup of economicallyvery
importantnaturalplant insecticides.fhese
compoundsarederivedfrom the drtedflowercof the
cinerartaeÍolium
pyrethrumdaisy,Chrysanthemum
(Fam.Compositae).
Pyrethrumpowder and ertract'
prythrtns' havebeenusedas
containingvartous
inseaicidásfor móre thana century.After theSecondWodd

ó

9
I

,
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RikThijssen
he natural pyrethrins have some of
the qualities of an ideal pest-control
agent. They are very effective against
a broad range ofinsects and up to now
there have been no reports ofthe development of resistant srains. Pyrethrins paralyse insects very rapidly on contact, a much
valued characteristic. One of the malor
advantages ofthe pyrethrins is their low
toxicity to all warm-blooded animals including human beings.
Pyrethrins processed from pyrethrum
plants are not stable making the insecticide
not so usefi.rl for crop protection. The
pyrethrins are an effective pesticide only
when exposed to light and when air is limited. This means they can be used effectively
in domestic sprays but are not efficient or
economic when used to control pests in
agricultural crops and in forest areas.
However, industrial imitations of pyrethrins called pyrethroids can be used for general crop spraying.

Yugoslavia and planted it on his farm in the
highlands near Nakuru town. With the outbreak of the SecondVorld'W'ar, Kenya
became the leading producer of pyrethrum, a position it still retains, and Nakuru
remains the centre of Production.
Pyrethrum is a perennial herb with whiteyellow flowers that gÍows to a height of
about 60cm. In Kenya it is grown by more
than 100,00O small-scale farmers at altitudes
between 1500m and 3000m. Pyretlrins are
concentrated in the flowers to a level of 1 to
2 percent of dry weight. Pyrethrin content
is larger at higher altitudes. The pyrettrum
plant is propagated by seedsorvegetatively
by splitting parent plants. The first flower
picking takes place about4 months after
planting seedlings or splits, and thereafter at
intewals of 2-3 weeks during flowering, a
period which, in Kenya, extends over 9-1o
months of theyear. The flowers are picked
by hand, usually by women and children,
and a skilful picker can harvest up to 25kg
of fresh flowers per day. The harvesting of
flowers is labour intensive, and this has
resulted in a decrease in cultivation in some
parts of the world.

Theplant

Productionand marketpossibilities

Pyrethrum plants grow wild on the
Dalmatian coast of Yugoslavia. lnL929,
Captain Gilbert W'alker, who was the first
planter to grow pyrethrum commercially in
Kenya, imported some seed,from

A special assessment study bY the
Biotechnology Programme of the Dutch
Ministry of Foreign Affairs (fovetic, 1994)
concludes that despite high global market
demands for natural pyrethrins, it is very
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unlikely that production of pyrethÍum materials 'in vitro' in greenhouses will be commercialised in the neaÍfuflrre as productivity
is low when compared to farm production'
In addition, the market price of pyrethrins is
not very high and the natural source is a relatively high-yielding and fast-gfowing plant,
with not very strict climatic requirements.
The yield of fresh flowers and the content of pyrethrins depend on the variety
used, and on factors such as soil, climate,
picking interval, and drying methods. On
^vet^ge,3 to 4kg of fresh flowers yield 1kg
of dried flowers. About 250kg per hectare
of dried flowers are produced during the
first year, increasing to 1OOG120Okgper
hectare for the second and third year. The
price of dried pyrethrum flowers depends,
of course, on the quality, but with an average pyfethfins content of 1.5 percent farmers in Kenya get US$1 per kilo. A.fter the
third year yields decline.
In the eady days pyrethrum was expoÍted from Kenya as baled dried flowers and
contained a minimum of 1.3 Percent
pyrethrins. Pyrethrum flowers aÍe now processed by the Pyrethrum Board ofKenya
and marketed as an extract contau.íingz5'
50 percent pyrethrins. Present production
in Kenya is about 1O,0OOtons of dried flowers per annum, roughly5o percent ofthe
world production. The largest importers of
p'"rethrins are the USA and Europe.

Newusesof pyrethrum
In the past, growing pyrethrum was seen as
the way small-scaleKenyan farmers raised a
little cash for their farm family. AII the produce was sold to the processing industry
and few farmers were really aware of the
potentials of pyrethrum. Extension agents
from the Pyrethrum Board gave pyrethrum
growers advice on the technical aspects of
production and the best drying techniques
for the harvested flowers. In retum farmers
were able to generate a regular and reasonable amount of money.
Recent develoPments, however, have
opened up new and interesting options for
the use of pyrethrum in pest management
on smallholdings. A combination of pyrethrum and non-toxic piperonyl butoxide
results in a powder that is highly effective
in preventing insect damage to stored
grain, particular$ wheat, maize,barley and
oats. This powder, mixedwith grain immediately after harvest, controls weevils, beetles, grain borers and meal woms for up to
two years. Both large- and small-scaleusers
can apply it easily and safely. A similar formula was designed by researchers from the
Kenya Agricultural Research Institute
(KARD to protect stored tobacco from the
cigarette beetle and the tobacco moth.
Other very interesting new developments are related to the initial problem of
what to do with the'waste materials' of the
pyrethrin industry. Out of every 10 lorries
delivering the dried pyrethrum flowers to
the factory, 9 lorries can be filled with the
powder that remains after pyrethrins have
been extracted. It was found that this powder, the pyrethrum marc, was a healthY
feed supplement for dairy cattle, sheep,
goats, pigs and horses and is comparable to
othef common feeds such as hay, Napier
grassand bran (Table 1). Pyrethrum marc
is sold to farmers at Ksh300 (about US$5)
per 50 kg bag.
It has been reported that livestock fed on
pyrethrum marc have a reduced load of
intestinal parasites and have ticks less
often. Regular feeding with pyrethflrm
marc also results in an improved general
appearance and has meant that famers presenting livestock for display in agricultural
shows now put their animals on a pyrethrum marc diet. The output of the factory in
Nakuru sustains about 10,000 cows every
year at the recommended feeding level of
3 kg per day Per adult animal'
Farming SystemsKenya, an NGO, and
farmers have been experimenting over the
last six years with the use of pyrethrum
marc to control maize stem'borers, one of
the most important pests of Kenya's staple

&
I

Gathedngpwthrum flowers

food. Female moths deposit their eggs on
the leaves of the maize plant and the laÍvae
eat out extensive tunnels in the stem. This
sometimes results in complete crop failure.
own. Hellen Chirchir, a retired teacher
A small handful of pyrethrum marc with a
with a farm in the temite- and tick-infested
slightly higher level ofpyrethrins (about
drier areasofKericho district, is a good
0.3 percent), placed in the heart ofthe
example. She was given about half a kiloplants at the critical time when the stemgmmme of dried pyrethrum flowers by a
borers' eggs hatch, can almost completely
friend in Molo, one of the major pyrethrum
grant
the
from
^
control this haz td.WiÍh
growing areas in KenYa, 40 km from
UNDP Global Environment Facility (GEF),
Nakuru. She pounded the leaves into a
Farming Systems Kenya will now begin an
powder and because she had read someshare
to
campaign
training
and
awareness
where that mixing pyrethrum with sesame
these findings with more farmers and to
oilwould increase its effectiveness against
develop better ways of Íitting the on-farm
production and use of Pyrethrum into exist- insects she mixed the pyrethrum powder
with half a litre of sesame oil and 3 litres of
ing farming systems.
used deep-frying oil. After making a small
Farming
of
Organic
The Kenya Institute
opening in two temite mounds on her
(KIOF), an NGO that has been promoting
farm she poured a little of this mixture into
organic agriculture since 1986' describes
the mounds every day for about a week.
to
ofpyrethrum
and
use
preparation
the
control insects such as aphids, white fly' spi- Much to her surprise the termites disappeared completely after a week.
dermite, mealy bug, on crops in its Field
Later Mrs. Chirchir found that miÍng a
followinthe
Faming
Organic
on
Notes
little pyrethrum powderwith milking salve
ing way. Boil 500 g of fresh pyrethrum flow'strong
and smearing this mixture under the tail,
a
to
make
ers in four litres of water
the legs, and behind the ears of her dairy
tea'. kt the infusion cool before straining or
cows protected them from tick attack. Her
filtering. Dilute this mixture with an equal
gram
only regret is that she cannot grow pyretha
with
soapy
30
made
amount of water
rum on her farm.
bar of soap. Soap enhances th€ effect of
I
pyrethrum by making it stick better to the
plants. The mixture should then be applied
RikThijsseo, ETC Efft Africa, PO Box 76378, Nairobi,
to or sprayed on the affected croP.
Kenya.
Meanwhile, some farmers have been
References
experimenting with pyrethrum on their
by 'in
-Jovetic, S., 1994. P]'rethrtns
md production
DGIS, Min. of ForeignAffairs, The
vltro'systems.
Hague, The NetheÍtmds.

Table1.Nutritivevalueof Pyrethrummarc.
PÍoteins
137"

Carbohydrates Fibre
23"/"
56"/"

Minerals

Oils
1"/"

Pyrethrins
<O.1"/o

Usefuladdruses
- Faming Systems Kenya, PO Box 2816, Nakuru, Kenya'
- Kenya Institute of Organic Farming 'POBox34972'
Nairobi, Kenya.
- Pyrethrum Board ofKenya, PO Box 420, Nakuru,
Kenya.
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UsingTithoniaconcoctions
As paftof the KenyaWoodfuel and
Agroforestry Programm e (KWAP)farmerc
in WesternKenyaare taking pail in an
on-farm experiment in pest control. In
keeping with the participatory approach,
farmercidentified the major insect pests
in their area.A number of local, wild
shruhs were selected and used to prcpare
insecticides. Tithonia tumed out to he a
very effective m ulti -p uryose shnt b.

Floice Adoyo, fohn Bwire Mukalama
and Musa Enyola

Busia's
wondershrubs
A number of remarkable shrubs can be
found along the roadsides of Westem Kenya.
In Busia,the botanical pesticide potential of
these shrubs had not yet been fi.rlly recognised by development workers. Local shrubs
that may provide a solution to the widespread problem of temite infestation
include Titb o n i a diu er sifu li a wticlr lras
proved useftrl in improving soil fertility (see
ILEIA Newslettet 13.3). Titbonia decompo*
es fast, releasesplant nutrients readily, and is
particlilady rich in phosphorus.
During on-farm bio-mass transfer trials, it
was noted that plots treated wiÍhTitbonia
diuersifolia orwith a mixture of Tithonia
and Melia ctzedaracb hardly suffered from
termite attack, irrespective of the stage of
crop development. This motivated many
farmers to experiment with Tithonia and to
combine it with other herbs and shrubs in
an attempt to control temites on their
farms. This article draws on the farm

usia is a district in Western Kenya
11
that lies close to the Ugandanborder.
K,
I-rAltitudes
in the region varyfrom
1 128 to 1500 metres above sea level. The
district falls within the Lake Victoria Basin
and receives a mean annual rainfall of
befween 600 and 2030 mm. Mean annual
maximum temperatures range from 26uC
to37o C and mean annual minimum temperatures fall between l4o Cand22o C.
Evapotranspiration rates range from
l8OOmm Lo22OOmm. Busiacoverssome
l776krÍf and737 km' of this is permanent
water. Crop cultivation, animal husbandry
and fishing are the main economic activities.
K\íAP has been active in Busia since
1984. It uses Participatory Rural Appraisal
techniques @RA) to analyse the factors that
'5
constrain tree growing in the district.
Farmers have identified the scarcity of fire- H
è
wood, a lack of building materials and fod- à
der trees, the absence of fruit trees, shallow
soils, and the healy incidence ofsuch pests Ê
as termites, moles, monkeys, weevils, stalk
borers. ticks. liver-fluke andworms as
major problems. Pests threaten food supply
records kept by one of the farmers who
at the household level, and the main cereal
took paít in these trials.
crops of this drought-prone area- maize,
sorghum and finger millet - are especially
Experiments
in termitecontrol
l'ulnerable. Termites are particularly
Mr Egesatook part in the experiments
destructive and attack planted trees as well
designed to test the effectiveness ofvarious
as dried materials being used in building.
termite control substances. He lives on a
Chemical pesticides are not used very
7-acre farm which he shareswith his three
much in Busia because they are too expenbrothers. Egesahas one wife and their marsive for most smallholders and are not
riage has been blessed with five children.
thought to be very effective.
Farm activities include dairy farming under
Since 1986, KIVAP has been actively
zero grazing and Egesa has one animal and
developing an operational approach
one heifer. He cultivates fodder crops,
designed to help farmers in W'estern Kenya
napier grass and calliandra trees, and
achieve more effective farming practices.
observes soil and water conservation
Small-scale, on-farm experiments have been measures. The family's horticultural crops
part of this initiative..W'orking together
consist mainly of tomatoes and pigeon peas
v/ith research institutes and government
which are grown on two acres of land.
extensionists, farmers have adapted and
Maize, beans and cassavaare the main
modiÍed technologies in an attempt to
subsistence crops. To earn extra income,
find concrete solutions to their farming
Egesahas taken up selling tree seed to his
problems.
neighbours, and often travels from market
to market in search of customers. He has
NEWSTETTER. DECEMBTR

been experimenting with various technologies in order to increased his production.
In his farm records he notes how he experimented with a solution of Tithonia and
Cassiaspp. in an attempt to control termites and increase his production.
"I mixed the leaves of two kilograms of
Titbonia diuersifolia with two kilograms
of Cassia spectabilis and Cassia siamea.
I left it for three days before I stiffed it.
After 15 days, on 23 October 1994, itwas
ready for use. I applied the solution to my
trees. It stopped the termites for fwo
weeks. I filled a 1O0gram tinwith the mixture and used this to treat each tree. I forgot
to mention that I used 16 litres of water to
make the solution. I prepared another
batch of the solution the same day using
the same amount of leaves and water. This
was ready for use on 17 December. I used
the same 100 gram tin but this time added a
half measure extra. I sprinkled this mixture
on my trees and it kept the termites away

Figure I : Trapping temites

for about 18 days. The mixture has a bad
smell. You really have to be devoted to
your work to use it! In the meantime I prepared another'tea'. This time I sprinkled
twice as much solution on my trees as I had
done the very first time . I am still waiting
for the results".
Egesaalso reports experimenting with a
mixture of tithonia and cassiaspp ash. Here
he had less success. "OnTOJantary 1994
I picked 6.5 kilograms of Titbonia diuersifolia ard six kilograms of Cassia spectabilis and Cassia sia.mea. After I had dried
them I was left with 8.5 kilograms of dry
matter. I burned this and applied the ash to
the trees using a 100 gram container as a
measure. I applied 100 grams of ash to each
tree. A-fter five days I found the termites
were already destroying my trees".

mitecontrolin BusiaDistrict,Kenya
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A third experiment was considerably
more successful. On 24November 1994
Egesaprepared a solution from these ashes
rather than applying the ash directly. The
solution controlled the termite attack for
about a month. A week later he reported
that he had made yet another solution,
using 8.5 kilograms of dried leaves. This
time, however, he made it stronger.
"I added 14 litres of water to the leaves
in my third experiment so the solution
would be stronger. On 12 December it
was ready for use. Because it was stronger
it controlled the temites for 4O days, and
between 16 December and24Jantnry
I had no problem with these pests. On
21 January | made anorher solution using
the same amount of leaves and water.
I wanted to repeat the experiment because
last time it had worked well. The new solution was ready on 8 February 1995.
I poured it around my trees and it helped
control the termites for 45 days.
Next, Egesaprepared a treatment using
2 kilograms of Titbonia diuersifolialeaves
and a mixture of two kilograms of Cassia
spectabilis ^nd Cassia siamea. This time
he used ten litres of water and was curious
to find out how strong the result would be.
'When
it was ready he poured it around his
trees. It worked for 2O days. He assumed
that this was because much of the solution
was washed away by the rains.
Two farmers were involved in the
Titbonia diuersifolia, Cassia siamea and
Cassia spectabilis experimenrs. Other
farmers caried out similar experiments
using a mixture of Titbonia diuersifolia
and Agaue sisctl.a.na.There were also farmers who used pepper mixed with the sisal
leavesand leaves of Vernonia amygdalina
and tobacco. After boiling this mixture for
about 30 minutes they sprayed it on fruit
trees in particular. These solutions and the
ash mixture were applied to crops as well
astrees. Some farmers poured the solution
directly into the temite nest in an attempt

teraiëe;

Figure 2: Excellent chicken food

to kill these pests. As farmer Isako
Ramondo explained, organic concoctions
were quite effective in destroying termite
mounds.
"I had eight ant hills on myfarm and the
underground termites destroyed my crops
and trees. I pounded together 4 kilograms
offresh Titbonia diuersifolia leaves and 4
kilograms of ftesh Melia azedaracbleaves.
I immersed this mixture in 20 litres of
water and left it to ferment for four days. I
then poured the fermented mixture into
the opening of each of the eight temite
nests. The solution was very effective and
controlled most types of underground termites. The good thing is that this mixture is
cheap. I do not have to fepeat the tfeatment until new tefmites move onto my
farm. When they do they'll get the same
treatment. However, this method only
works on underground termites".

Trappingtermites
The termite trap, or C)muomo as it is called
in the Luhya language, is made from spear
grass.A bundle ofgrass is tied at one end
and left open at the other. A peg is pushed
into the bundle and is anchored to a hole
dug in the termite mound. The fresh grass
attfacts the termites and they come out to
feed on it. Once the termites have completely infested the grass, the bundle is
carefully pulled out (see Figure 1). The termites are then fed to poultry and to quails,
which are a local delicacy @igure 2). This
technique helps reduce the termite population to some extent.
Farmers were involved in a variety of
trials. In this way, results could be compared and it was possible to see which
technique was the most effective. This
created a sense of ownership, farmers felt
the research process was theirs and it had a

G

favourable effect on parlicipation. After
fwo yeaÍs of research, all the on-fam trials
were analysed. The farmers were closely
involved in this process. When the data
had been compiled, it was fourld that the
solution made from Tithonia/Vernonia and
sisal leaves hadanadvantage over the other
solutions. In addition to controlling termites, it contributed to soil fertility. Crops
and trees sprinkled with this solution were
healthier and grew faster.
Farmers also concluded that the pepper/
sisaWernonia/tobacco solution could be
used very effectively to remove scalesfrom
fruit trees. Scalescould easily be brushed
offaÍter trees had been sprayed \À/ith this
solution.
After the results had been analysed, farmer-managed field days were organised to
explain the re search findings to other farmers in the area. Now many farmers are using
either the ash or one ofthe solutions to
control temites and other pests. As
Jenipher, a farmer from one of the project
areasexplained, "W'e use Tithonia solution
on our fruit trees. It is very effective. The
insecticide from the shops is too expensive
for us. Tithonia has really helped us save
our crops and trees". The Tithonia solution
works well when poured into the termite
nest, although it is sometimes difficult to
identiS nests because some of the temites
are migfatory and do not build nests.
Apart from its pesticidal qualities,
Titbonia diuersifulia is considered to be a
medicinal shrub and people use it to
dewormyoung children. It is used to prevent malaria and to cure fevers and stomach upsets. It is also given as fodder to
goats, sheep and cattle in the dry season.
Farmers noted that there were some negative aspects to using Tithonia. It has a bitter taste, and after gathering and processing
it farmers find it difficult to remove the
stains it makes from their hands. Despite
these problems farmers were enthusiastic
about the shrub because it was so effective .
It improves soil fertility, gives an increased
yield, and savesfarmers from having to
spend money on chemical pesticides. It can
also keep temite damage to acceptable levels. Using Tithonia has made it possible for
famers to increase theirfood production
and tree planting activities, and the survival
fate amongst newly planted tree seedlings
has increased by sixty percent.
I
Floice Adoyo,Joln
Bwire Mukalama, Musa
Enyola, KWAP BUSIA, PO Box 421, Busia, Kenya
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Counes transfer more than
inÍomtation. Theyprcvide examples
oÍ how infomtation can be
communicated in the leaming
situation. Participants on an
intemational IPM rcfreshing course
were intrcduced to Non-Formal
Education (NFt) in he hope thatthey
would use this method to train IPM
extension wo*erc in their
own countries.

of IPMlearning
Thephilosophy
Huub,{.1.Stoetzer
t is now accepted that IPM is a knowledge-intensive and location-specific process involving direct field observations,
data gathering and decision making by farmers in their own fields. The inappropriateness ofextension methods based on conventional methods of transfeffing technical
knowledge in IPM programmes has been
higtrlighted by the success of Farmer Field
Schools (FFSs).In emphasising aparticipatory approach FFSuses discovery to achieve
active leaming. Field ecology emerges as a
holistic system involving the whole cropping cycle and not simply speci-fic production components and farmers experiment
rather than watch demonstrations carried
out by extension workers or researchers.
'After criticaltesting they select from a
basket' of options rather than adopt fixed
recommendations and in this way farmers
enhance their decision-making skills.
Although the FFSapproach is spreading
rapidly and many NGOs work with paÍticipatory extension methods, traditional
learning methods are still characteristic of
extension systems particularly those within
national extension seryices. Here, in a topdown approach, the extensionworker acts
as an intermediary between researchers
'new' techand farmers in transfering the
nology generated by researchers.
For staif involved in the IPM knowledge
system, working in a participatory system
represents an important shift in attitude and
thinking. The question is how can staff
involved in the traditional, topdown knowledge system be reassured that participatory
approaches are not life threatening! The
answer seems to be through training courses and workshops. However, experience
has shown that despite innumerable work-
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shops and articles, many misconceptions
still exist about the participatory extension
approach. To overcome these problems the
IAC extension refresher adopted the NonFormal Leaming approach and, aswe
explain below, it was a success.

InternationalIPMtraining
The Intemational Agricultural Centre
(IAC), Wageningen, tÍre Netherlands has
been running a three-month, intemational
course on IPM in the eady 1970s. Using a
variety of training methodologies, the
course deals with practical, technical and
scientific aspects ofIPM and includes an
IPM Extension module. It addressesa target
audience ofhigher and mid{evel officers
concerned with crop protection and working within governmental organisations and
NGOs. Most course participants come from
the South.
Over the years experience has shown
how difficult it is to introduce in-depth participatory extension approaches effectively
into the IAC-IPM extension course.
Technical crop protection specialists and
extensionworkers tend to be more familiar
with the traditional transfer of technology
type of extension system. Therefore, a
short, regionally-based refresher course in
extension was designed as a followed up to
the international IPM training course held
in the Netherlands.

RegionalIPMextensioncourses
These regional two-week Extenslon
for IPM courses held in
Development
coopefation with such organisations as the
International Centre of Insect Physiology
and Ecology QCIPE), Kenya and BAIF,
Development Research Foundation, Pune,
India.

Trainingtrainers
The course anticipates that when participants fetum to their home countfies they

will use their new experience to traiÍr others. The course is based on ideas developed
and tested in IPM extension and training in
recent years and makes an attempt to
extrapolate the IPM experience to sustainable agriculture in general. IPM.seems an
appropriate methodological starting point
when introducing sustainable practices and
improving farmers' and extension workers'
capacity to think in ecological terms
because many ofthe ecological processes
involved in IPM are easy for farmers and
extensionists to observe.
for IPM is
Extension Development
based on the pdnciples ofNFE and adult
education: learning through experience,
experimentation, and self-discovery and
building on existing knowledge and experience.
Field problem are translated into learning
experiences and group dynamic exercises
are an important part of this process. It is
known that people tend to imitate the
teaching methods used on them in the past.
It is important, therefore, that course participants' experience NFE for themselves.
All methods and activities used on the
course are consistent with those to be used
later in the participants work situation and
the course itselfis structured according to
NFE principles.

Participants'experiences
Some participants on the refresher course
showed an initial resistance to this leamingby-doing and learning-bydiscovering method. They still expected lectures and more
technical subjects and the fact that neither
facilitator(s) nor participants were supposed to lecture was rather difficult for
some course members. This problemwas
most evident in discussions with the famers. Once in a while facilitators had to intervene by breaking into the lectures that
developed when participants addressed
farmers. In general, however, paÍticipants

showed interest in discussing opportunities
and constraints with farmers and in using
the participatory rural appraisal techniques
when visiting their fields. It was interesting
to see that participants involved with
organic farmers in Kenya tried to get as
much technical information as possible
about growing crops according to organic
principles.
Although the course was held in English,
communication with famers was in the
local language. The number of participants
speaking the local language on each
refresher course was usually a little less
than 50 percent.
In discussion sessionswith farmers,
translation was required but this did not
appear to be present a problem. If full use
had been made of PRA technique s translation would have been lessnecessaryas visualisation strongly assiststhe mutual understanding ofthe topics introduced. In analysing the many problems confronting farmers, it was found that facilitators were needed to guide both the selection ofkey issues
and the choice ofhow these issues should
be approached by the extension session.
An initial proposal for the extension session
put forward by the course participants
themselves, for example, was a series of lectures on technical subjects. The facilitators
had to probe for new ideas and alternatives
and then encouraged the participants to formulate these into improved proposals.
Farmers were supposed to participate as

much as possible in all activities, demonstrations, explanations, and group interactions. The techniques necessary to ensure
this degree of farmer involvement were
used during the course.'Whilst some still
found it difficult to use these methods, in
their final evaluation participants showed
that, in general, theywere convinced of the
effectiveness of the participatory extension
approach and the learning methodologies it
involved.
Experiences during the extension day
These extension sessionsgenerated considerable interest although often there was
some tension at the beginning. The farmers
did not quite knowwhat to expect from
the group which contained several foreign
faces. Course members, on the other hand,
saw it as a 'day of truth', a kind of practical
examination. In addition famers were not
used to the agro-ecosystem analysis.
However, drawing attention to the differences between beneficials (the farmers'
friends) and pests (the farmers' enemies)
and the positive and negative factors that
iníuenced crop health provided plenty of
opportunity for the group to warm up.
Discussions were particularly interesting
when the groups presented their conclusions on the status oftheir crop and suggested ways in which problems could be
prevented or controlled. During the extension day the field was the training material
and the farmers' own observations the

groups' source of knowledge. This was
clearly a new learning experience for both
fanners and course participants.
Visual aids were used as much as possible
and farmers reacted positively to the exercises in group dynamic exercises. They
were excited to discover that their fields
did not only contain 'farmers' enemies' but
'farmers friends'as well and that using pesticides might endanger these beneficial
insects. Such issues led to long discussions.
In their evaluation farmers made it clear
that they had enioyed the way the sessions
were organised and appreciated the
approach. Theywere positive (and sometimes very kind) in their evaluations of the
course participants and made a number of
striking remarks. I conclude this article by
letting the farmers' comments speak for
themselves. "Today we are not told what
we have to do in our crops". "For the frst
time in contacts with extension workers or
researchers we feel that they (participants)
treat us as equals". "These participants sit
togetherwith us on the ground at the same
level". "rVe learned a lot of new things
about growing our crops and trying to prevent or control the pests".
"Ve did not know that we have friends
(parasitoids and predators) in our crops,
helping us to control the pests." (This
remark was also made by a group of organic
farmers in Kenya!); "When can we have a
next field day. We want to go and try to
implement new ideas".
I
Huub -dI. Stoetzef, Intemational Agricultuml Centre
(IAC), PO Box 88, 6700 AB rwageningen, Nethedands.
FMi +31 317 418552. E-mail:h.a.i.stoetzer@iac.agro.nl
A more detailed uersion oÍthis paper is auailable
Írom ILEIA on request. Please contact the autbor
dírectly Ior delqils of lb" 'Extension Deuelópmentfor
lPrí course.
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Developing
anAfricanmo
Thereis growing concern in Africa ahout the dramatic rtse in the use of pesticides hy
small-scale farmeÉ. Casesof acute poisoning and problems with pesticide residues
in local and export produce aftract growing attention. Smallholderc in the EastAfrican
highlands grow cash crops such as coffee in a mixed cropping system that includes
vegetables.Pesticidesare increasingly being used on a calendar basis. The cost of
agrochemicals is a heavydrain on the farmers, income, and sometimes pesticides
destined for coffee are used for vegetablesand other food crops. Thisputs human
health at risk. Although aftemative pestand diseasecontrol options exist, there is
very little inÍormation on IPM and integrated crop management (ICM)auailable to
this group of farmerc. NGOspromoting organic farming often Íocus on kitchen
gardens and subsistence cnops.

over a period of six months. Each group
carried out weekly obselvations on small
plots in this field, in order to compare their
usual cultivation practices with the pest
control practices using IPMICM options
developed by the project. They also conducted experiments on altemative crop
management methods, including tfaditional non-chemical methods. The groups visited each other to discuss their experiments
and findings.

Preliminary
results
Brigitte Nyambo, Martin Kimani and
Stephanie Williamson

addressthese issues.a smalJpilot
proiect was started in Kenva in late
I
I
1995.Its aim was to develop and disseminate appropriate crop management
options. The Farmer Field School (FFS)
approach to implementing IPM has been
used with great successin many Asian
countries in rice and vegetable cropping
systems. This approach combines training
with field-based, location-specific research
to give farmers the skills, knowledge and
confidence to make ecologicallv sound and
cost-effective decisions on crop health.
The Kenya pilot project set out to discoverwhether FFStraining methods developed mainly in the paddy rice monoculture
and small-scale,commercial vegetable production from the Asian farming context
would work in Africa. The project team
therefore adapted existing FFScurricula to
develop a training programme tailored to
the specific agro-ecological and socio-cultural needs of Kenyan smallholders who
grow a variable mixture of annual and perennial crops for domestic consumption and
for sale. In particular, the project team
needed to develop learning exercises to
help farmers explore integrated crop management options for long-established coffee
gardens.
l-1.ío

Runningthe proiect
Many IPM projects have failed to bring
farmers, researchers and extensionists
together, and poor linkages amongst these
groups have been one ofthe malor obstacles facing farmers when they try to implement IPM techniques. To avoid such pitfalls, this project aimed at developing interinstitutional collaboration befween
research, extension and an NGO, in order
to build bridges between key players and
better support farmers ready to experiment
with IPM. The International Institute of
Biological Control (IBC) Kenya station, the
Coffee Research Foundation, the Kenyan
Agricultural Research Institute, the
Extension Division of the Kenyan Ministry
of Agriculture, Livestock Development and
28
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Marketing,and the KenyaInsrirureof
OrganicFarming(KIOF),an NGO, cooperated in running this project.
The project te am nn a ParÍicipatory
Rural Appraisal amongst farmers in the
Kiambu area to identifi/ immediate pest and
diseaseproblems in their coffee and vegetable production, and to discuss the wider
implications of their farming systems. Many
small-scalefarmers in this area have virtually abandoned their coffee bushes, because
ofthe low price ofcoffee and the rising
cost of pesticides. Those growing tomatoes
for the local market find that insecticide
and pesticide form an increasingly large
pfopoftion of production expenses.
Farmers tend to apply these pesticides as an
insurance measure against pests and diseases, with little regard to need or timing, and
as a result do not achieve higher yields or
better quality producc.
The Farmer Field Schools project decided to focus on developing options that
were cheap, sustainable and based on ecological principles. Farmers should be able
to see the benefit of these options within
one growing season.

Settingup FarmerFieldSchools
The project team then put together a draft
training and research curiculum for a
Training ofTrainers (TOT) course and for
Farmer Field Schools, that combined discovery-learning exercises on pests, weeds,
natural enemies and diseasetransmission
with experimentation on organic methods,
including liquid manures and botanical pest
repellents. Eleven Ministry and KIOF extension staff were trained to become FFSfacilitators and they set up FFSgroups in four
agro-ecological zones. About 65 farmers
were involved in the project. The crops
they grew included coffee, kale, cabbage
and tomato.
Two ofthe groups had already been
trained by KIOF and had no wish to use
agrochemicals. However, they were having
problems with vegetable diseasesand were
troubled by low coffee yields. The other
groups were committed to treating their
tomato crop with pesticides.
The FFSsessionswere held for half a day
once or twice a week in the fields of one of
the farmers. The sessionswere conducted

The Farmer Field Schools generated a great
deal of enthusiasm amongst all the farmers
who attended them. One of the contributing factors was that sessionswere carried
out in local languages. English, Kiswahili
and the use of scientific names were kept
to a minimum. There were no local names
for some diseasesor insects, so farmers
invented their own on the basis of a careful
observation of these organisms. For example, they observed that hove rflylawae
were common predators of aphids on vegetables and dubbed these new-found friends
'helicopter insects' because
ofthe flight
patterns of the adult insect. These activities
helped give faÍrners a sens€ that they were
in control ofthe learning process, and this
gave them the confidence they needed to
tackle experimentation.
Both the organic and non-organic farmers were able to learn useful new methods
for improving the health and profitability of
their crops. The interaction berween the
KIOF and the Ministry extension staff during the TOT gave rise to much discussion
on integrated crop management, and highlighted the need for taking a critical look at
all recommendations - whether these were
for synthetic or organic compounds. The
tomato growers in particular discovered
the benefit ofpreparing compost and using
liquid manures and plant tonics to produce
more robust plants.
AII the groups cam€ to appreciate the value ofpredators and parasites in controlling
pests, and developed an understanding of
the consequences of pesticide application
and other management practices on these
natural enemies. For example , the organic
coffee farmers were able to observe higher
numbers of parasitised,4ntestia bugs (a
pest that sucks and damages developing
coffee berries) in well-pruned IPM plots.
They could compare this to conditions in
the plots where coffee bushes were currently left unpruned. AII the groups learned
the value of making management decisions
based on a regular monitoring of crop ecology, input costs and labour effort.
The FFSprocess cleady demonstrated
the need for farmers to experiment with
options in order to find the best solutions
for their particular situation and problem.
Mulching vegetable crops is commonly

rdelfor effectiveIPMtraining
recommended as a means of conserving
moisture and reducing the diseasesspread
by rain splash. During their weekly observations, the groups discovered that many
crickets and cutworms were found hiding
under the straw mulch and that these were
destroying young seedlings. Famers concluded that it was better not to apply mulch
until the transplants were well established.
The farmers chose to test a variety of
local methods for controlling soil pests and
diseasesin nursery beds. These were methods which they had heard oi but never
used. Many farmers simply sow in topsoil
enriched with compost, and disease incidence among seedlings is high. In the FFS,
comparison plots were set up to investigat€
the effects of different treatments. Three of
the groups found that burning plant trash
on the top soil before sowing was most
effective when measured in terms of percentage germination, seedling vigour, and
the reduction achieved in the incidence of
rootknot nematodes.

Prcpiling a coÍÍee agïoacosystem analysis poster

A-fterproducing immediate , visible
results in vegetable plots, the FFSpersuaded participants that it would be worthwhile
to invest more time and effort in their coffee bushes and to try out IPM and ICM
options. In the groups where coffee bushes
had been neglected, farmers were able to
seea marked difference after a few weeks.
Plant health and potential yield improved
asa result of pruning, mulching and the
application of organic matter.'Where farmerswere using pesticides, IPM experiments
showed that good coffee husbandry and

decisions taken on the basis ofagro-ecosystem analysis could halve the number of fungicide applications needed, without causing any reduction in potential yield.
The seasonlong interaction in the FFS
also allowed coffee researchers to discuss
the question of coffee management. The
informal setting made it possible to address
some issuesthat were difficult to tackle
through official channels, such as the
extent to which current research was relevant to smallholder systems.
Of major concern to smallholders is the
lack of guidance on which food crops can
be intercropped without negatively affecting coffee yields. Preliminary research from
the Coffee Research Foundation showed
tl;ratmaize, sweet potato and cassavacompete heavilywith coffee, but potato and
legumes can be grown so long as they are
not planted dirèctly under the coffee canopy. The project team was able to discuss
these findings in the FFS,and relate them
practically to learning actMties showing
the position of coffee feeder roots and
where mulch and manure should be
applied for maximum benefit. The interaction generated informative responses to
farmers' and extensionists' questions. The
information provided was immediate, and
more direct that the communications that
emerge from the formal recommendations
handed down from research to extension.
The FFSprovided a forum in which farmers and researchers could study topics that
v/ere not on the formal research agenda,
and they were able to complement each
other's experimentation. For example, an
interesting diseasemaÍragement method
suggested by one farmer - and later tested
by several groups - involved diluting
skimmed milk in water and spraying this
onto tomato plants to delay the onset of
blight. By using milk, one group was able to
halve the usual number of applications of
the expensive Ridomil (metalaxyl) fungicide. Another group found that the protective effect was not sufficient to prevent
É
9
blight in cool, wet weather. As a result,
researchers are nov/ studying the useful'
ness of milk sohrtions and other non-chemical pest and diseasecontrols that showed
promise in the FFSplots.

Thenextstage
This FFSproiect provided many interesting
and encouraging results. It was a first
attempt to develop an African model of IPM
training in smallholder cash crops. Most
farmers were extremely keen to continue
FFSsessionsand manywere already sharing
their new experiences with family members and neighbours. Other groups asked
for FFSto be organised in their area. Both
farmers and extension staff gained not only
skills and knowledge, but also the confidence to take decisions and set up small

experiments. Researchersinvolved in the
project were generally positive about this
new form of collaboration and felt they had
learned a great deal about non-chemical
cfop management pfactices, and gained an
insight into the way farmers view production problems. The FFSpilot project succeeded in stimulating farmers to set up
experiments in their communities. In this
they were supported by a set of guided
learning activities that were flexible
enough to accommodate the different ideas
and particular interests ofthe groups concerned.
This approach has much to offer in cropping system situations where pesticide misuse is not a maior issue, as the experience
of organic farmers and those with badly
neglected coffee bushes confirmed. This
small pilot, even though it was shoÍt and
had limited resources, nevertheless raised
several questions. IIBC and collaborating
organisations are planning a full impact
assessmentof the FFSpilot project, in order
to assessthe lessons that can be drawn
from it for farmer participatory integrated
pest and crop management research and
training in perennial cash crop systems.
The assessmentwill analyse the technical
output and the results of FFSexperiments,
as well as the cost/benefit of IPM/ICM
options and whether ecological principles
learned in the annual crop context can be
readily transferred to perennials. It will also
focus on indicators in the process, such as
the sustainability of FFSimpact atfaÍmand
community level and the likelihood of continued collaboration between proj€ct partners. Decision-making in coffee cultivation
was an area where important gender differences emerged in the FFSgroups and this
needs to be considered in future programmes. Other issues to be explored
include the best way to build farmer participatory methods into the state extension
system, and the relevance of the experiences of this FFSproject to other smallholders
operating in mixed cropping systems.
The Kenya FFSpilot project generated a
great deal of enthusiasm among the famers, extension staff and researchers
involved, and created a demand for further
FFStraining. As one ofthe FFSparticipants
said during the evaluation session, "Ve are
researchers too and we are proud ofour
findings".
I
Brigitte Nyambo, IIBC Kenya Station, PO Box 76520,
NaiÍobi, Kenya E-Mail: B.IvYAMBO@cgnet.com
(formedy) Kenya Institute of Organic
Martin KÍnani,
Farming (KIOF), PO Box 34972, Nairobi, Kenya
Stephanie Williamson, International Institute of
Biological Control (IIBC), Silwood I'trk, Buckhurst
Road. Ascot, Berks, UK
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GenderandIntegratedPestManagement
In | 995, a PANAsia and the Pacific study of women and pesticides, through interuiews
with more than 2,500 farmerc and workerc most of whom were women showed that
most farmerc and workerc spray pesticides or come in direct contact with pesticides.

Sarojeni V. Rengam

/rost are unawafe of the adverse
effects of pesticides and manv of
lf/
|
I Y Ithose who apply pesticides often
cannot read labels or do not follow instructions. Users often do not use protective
clothing because it is unsuitable for the climate, is unavailable or too expensive; farmers and agricultural workers in the region
use highly toxic pesticides listed as World
Health Organization's Class 1 pesticides,
extremely hazardous pesticides. Most of
those surveyed stated that they have been
poisoned, citing acute effects like dizziness,
muscular pain, sneezing, itching, skin
burns, blisters, difficulty breathing, nallsea,
nail changing colour and sore eyes.
The development of IPM, which has centred on food crops like rice and vegetables
will be able to benefit women farmers and
workers - the main contributors to food
production. But unless women are specifically identiÍied and included in project
planning, implementation, and encouraged
to assume leadership roles they are likely to
remain invisible. It is essential that IPM
training, information and extension reaches these women. IPM programmes, training
methodologies and technologies need to
take women's time committments into consideration.
I

SungaiBuayaCaseStudy
ln 1994 a series of meetings were held with
farmers ofSungai Buaya, Seberang Perak, in
the Malaysian peninsular. The farmers of
Sungai Buaya were hear.y users of agrochemicals and the degree of mechanisation
in the region is considerable. After initial
high yields, farmers needed ever increasing
inputs of pesticides and fertilisers, with
ensuing health hazards and environmental
damage. The farmers approached the
Education and Research Association for
Consumers (ERA) who then contacted PAN
AP for support to tackle the problems
involved in pesticidcuse .
The village consisted of about 100 families, most of whom live below the official
poverty line. The average size of a family
was about 8 members. Average monthly
incomefromrice wasbelow US$ 100.
Most of the farmers borrowed heavily at the
beginning of the rice season.
After initial discussions with key people
in the 'kampung' (village), we started an
intensive one-day orientation programme
on IPM, and shared achievements in other
Asian countries. More than 150 farmers participated, expressing concerns about the
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health hazardsof pesticides.increasing
opefating costs, and notable decreasesin
yields. Significantly the women farmers,
although present, sat at a distance and did
not pafticipate . After the meeting, we had
informal discussions with these women for
their feedback on the IPM discussions.
They had many questions about IPM and its
successin other countries. They had not
raised these questions earlier because they
were 'shy', and "after all, the men were
there to raise these questions" - we encouraged them to speak out. Regular meetings
with the Steering Group (orJawatan Kuasa
Kelompok) in the kampung followed, but
no women was involved.
'W'e
had to make sure that we continued
to meet with women after the discussions
had taken place. In developing the IPM curriculum for the first rice season,the
Government Agriculture Training Centre
helped to identiÍy and bring together key
IPM trainers and extension officers (from
the DepaÍtment of Agriculture @OA) in
the Northern Region of West Malaysia), and
ERA and PANAP. In discussing the participation of women and how to encourage it,
all DOA personnel felt that it was a bad idea
- since the families in Sungai Buaya were
Muslims, it woulcl be difficult to conduct
the training of a mixed group. However,
we agreed that after the first seasonwe
could try to reintroduce the topic.
The IPM training schedule, and the issue
of women's participation, was put to the
village steering group who discussed it
v/ith the yillage. They suggested changes in
the training schedule, and the head ofthe
village volunteered his field for training and
as a'demonstration plot'. But the unexpected suggestion was that women farmers
were to be involved in the training.
These training sessionscovered two full
rice-growing seasonswith 25 fleld-training
sessions.50 farmers were trained, with
one-fifth of the participants being women.
In the beginning, the women were silent
and kept to themselves. But as the training
involved weekly observations and identification ofpests and pre<latorsin the rice
fields, as well as experiments v/ith fertiliser
use, the women began to share their observations in the group.
Also, the women initiated follow-up discussions after the training sessions.While
the men rarely got together afterwards, the
women made time to get together to discuss the training, the difficulties they faced
and generally shared their ideas and
thoughts. They often sought clarification
from the organisers of ERA or PAN AP, who
were women. since thev felt more comfort-

able with us. Their group discussions often
included others not involved in the training
- they were sharing their knowledge.
In addition, at the end of the first season,
a training session on gender issueswas
organised with the village women (including the 10 women participants of the IPM
training). ERA and Tenaganita, a local
women's organisation, conducted the highly successful training which discussed the
many problems and issues they faced as
women andfarmers.
In the second season, there was a marked
difference in the women's responses during training sessions.A few became actively
involved during the mixed group discussions. The sitting arrangements during discussions had also slowly changed. While at
first the women sat at the back; theywere
now in a separate row but side by side with
the men. Although 50 farmers formed the
core of the training programme, others
from the village were also dropping in at
the training sessions.The IPM training had
become more of a village activity and others benefited from the experience.
During the training evaluation, the trainers and the participants acknowledged that
the women were collectively the best participants. In addition, the women have
organised saving schemes, and income generating proiects including making snacks
for sale. The IPM participants are also rearing fish for consumption and sale, with the
women being fully involved in this successful enterprise. . For about a year, the women have also been hired by the farmers in
adjacent villages to check fields for pests
and predators, and advise them about their
pest problems. These women farmers have
also taken on leadership roles in their village especially if matters relating to IPM
issues.They have been invited to speak
about their experiences, and their needs as
rice farmers, in several seminars. In fact,
they have been asked to represent their village in these activities.

NewDirections
Given the inequalities within society and
within the household, it is essential that
women are part of planning and implementation, in order to reach the goal of sustainable pest management and food security. It
is only when women have access to, and
control of, resources that they can be equal
pafticipants in food production. women
must also have more access to information only then will they be empowered to take
decisions regarding sustainable farming
practices and manage finances. This will
also enhance their status in their families
and communities.
T
Sarcieni V. Rengm, Executive Director, PAN Asia and
the Pacific, PO Box I 170, 10850 Penang, Malaysia

Thepotato is of íundamental importance
in the diet and economy of the famter in
the Rolivian Andes. Usuallythis crop is
eithergrown in rain-fed conditions above
4000 meterc or under irrtgafion in the
valleys where the altitude vartesfrom
2500m to 800m. TheAndean potato
weevil - vartous speciesofthe genus
Premnotrypes - is the main pestat higher
altitudes. The adult íemale lays her egs at
the base ofthe potato plant Thehatching
Iarvaemove through the soil and feed on
the tuberc formed underground.
At harvesting time, the laruae leave the
tuberc and enter the soil forming pupae
and later as adults they invade recently
planted potato frelds. The weevil produces
one generation each year a process well
synchronised with the pokto crop.

TiainingBolivianfarmersin IPM
RayneCalderón,RaÍl Esprella
and luis Crespo
larvaecause most damagemaking
fTít.
deep. irregular tunnels in the potato
I
tubers. Farmersreport that often
I
over 50 percent oftubers are damaged in
this way and that in some casesdamage
runs to between 78 and 100 percent have
been found. Highly toxic insecticide, often
used in a dangerous and inefficient manner,
is the main way these pests are controled.
Farmers have no knowledge of alternative
control methods.
IPM oÍ the Andean Potato Weevil
Building on eadier work by the
International Potato Centre (CIP) in Peru
(Cisnerosand Gregory. l9L)4).the Bolivian
Potato Research Programme (PROINPA)
began working with IPM in Kollana, a community in the Altiplano or central highlands
of Bolivia. Here, at an altitude of 3900m,
the most prevalent potato pests were weevils and tuber moths. The PROINPA programme looked at existing control methods
and compared them to IPM technologies so
that farmers could see the advantagesof the
latter for themselves.

Trainingfarmers
Farmers must understand the enemy if they
ar€ to fight it. Lack of knowledge makes
control methods ineffective. The proiect
began by providing farmers with information about the weevil. Its habits are such
that many farmers are unaware of its life
cycle (it walks not flys, but only walks and
its habits are nocturnal) and do not know
that the larva and the adult pest are different stagesin the weevils development.
Farmers need information on its behaviour,
the length of each stage of its life cycle and
the periods when the insect is most vulnerable to the various IPM srategies possible.

Training acti.vities such as courses and
field days were organised for a variety of
groups including farmers, school children
and extensionists from NGOs. Children
were quick to learn: they were inquisitive,
had a good memory and plenty of time to
practice IPM components, such as manual
collection. A varie ty of materials were used
during these training sessions.PROINPA
and CIP produced handouts, pamphlets,
posters, slides, videos and flip charts according to local needs.

lmplementingmeasures
Various control methods were discussed
during the course of training and the farmers analysed them before decidingwhich
wefe the most appropriate. IPM stfategies
included: Harvesting potatoes on woollen bags Directly after harvesting potatoes
are heaped onto the bags normally used for
transport. This allows the larvae that leave
tubers to be caught so they cannot return
to the soil and complete their cycle .
Stirring up soil in areas ofconcentrated infestation where potatoes were
mounded in the field or where seed
was selected. This left larvae and pupae
exposed to light and predators. Covering
dltches with ptastic in the vicinity of
stores and fields. The weevils, who are
unable to fly, could not negotiate theirway
over the slippery plastic into the potato
fields. Ditches around the fields covered with straw The ditch is filled with
straw which creates a peffect environment
for the weevils during the day making it
possible to catch them easily.
is a night
Adults collected manuallyThis
job because the weevils are nocturnal.
Elimination
of volunteer plants
Volunteer plants may be a source of infestation. Use of chickens Chickens are important predators and find the weevil palatable
at all stagesof its development. Directed
application of insecticides and chemi-

calbarriers. Such spot application involves the proper use of insecticides with a
low toxicity. Insecticide is sprayed around
the base of the plant where the adults weevils rest during the day. Chemical bariers
can also be sprayed around the fields to
keep weevils at bay.
Amongst the most promising components of IPM adopted by farmers in Kollana
were the use of bags during harvesting; the
timely and well-directed use of insecticides;
covering ditches around the fields with
plastic and using chickens as predators.
PROINPA and other institutions have
organised weevil collection competitions
to sensitise farmers to the weevil problem.
Farmers who handed in the most adult weevils were given small prizes. So far eight
"collection competitions" have been organised in various parts ofBolivia so far. Four
have been heldinLaPaz and a total of
47O,OOO
adult weevils have been collected,
a figure that represents a potential population of 118,000,000larvae.These collection competitions are most usefirl when
run immediately prior to the time when the
female weevil start to lay their eggs.

Institutionalfollow-up
The weevil project has stimulated interest
amongst many NGOs in the central
Altiplano. NGO staff have been trained in
weevil control by PROINPA and this information is now being spread through several
communities in other provinces.
T
(Thanks to Graham Thiele for tÍanslating this article).

Rayne Calderón, RaÍl Esprella, Luis Crespo.
PROINPA, Casilla Postal 4285, Cochabamba, Bolivia.
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shopsheldin latin Americaundertaken Quarlerly43(1990),139-143.
Saheliansoils byAMando.1997,
to describeandanalysethefield experi- - Malena,C. 1994.G€nder issues in Integfated Pest Mmagment in African agricultuÍe.il,R/
Socio-economi.cSeries5 ( I 94).
I 0 I p. Wageningen
Agricultural
encesoffarmerpromotersusingthe
- PANAP.1995.Sevencountï cas€sludies on women's exposuÍe to pesticides,PesticideAction
(WAU),
University
Officefor
farmer{o-farmermethodology.
The
Nemork (PAN)Asiamd the Paciffc.
' Shiva,Vmdana.1991.illost faf,mersin India me women. FAO,Rome,ltaly.
Intemational
Relations,
PO9101,
bookis dividedinto twoparts.Thefirst

Afield guide for on-farm experimentation by HJWMutsaers et aI.
1997.Intemational
Instituteof Tropical
Agriculture(IITA),Ibadan,Nigena.235
p. ISBN9781311258. t.W.tambourn
andCo.,CarollnHouse,26Dingwall
Road,Croydon
CR93EE,UK.
Thisis a revisedversionofthe handbookbyMutsaerset al.writtenin the
earlyFarmingSystem
Research
era.It
coversdiagnosticsurveyandanalysis,
choiceofinnovations
for on-farmtrials,
experimental
designanddataanalysis.
Miximisationof farmermanagement
of
on{arm tri'alsis stronglyrecommended.Thewayfarmersmanagetheir trials,
with all with all thevarietythisinvoles,is
anessentialpaÍt ofreal farmconditions.Muchusefulinformation
is also
givenaboutappropriate
triaJdesigns
andstatisticaltoolsthatcanbeused
wherethereis a highlevelof uncontrolledvaÍiation.(AWB)
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Networkingon
NaturalCrop Protection:
action-researchin EastAfrica
A reporl of anInternaíonalworkshopon
heldin Dodoma,
NaturalCropProtection,
ïanzania,n 1996,whereresearchers,
extensionistsandfarmersworkedtogetherto
developanactionplanfor thespreadingof
NaturalCropProtection(NCP).
The25 participantswereaboutequallydividedamongfarmer-users
ofNCPon theone
handandscientists,agriculturaltechnicians
andtrainerson theother.Swahiliwasthe
principalmeansof communicationduring
theworlshop.allowingfor maximum
farmers'participation.
Simultaneously,
Swahili- EnglishandEnglish- Swahilitranslationstookplace.Halfof theworlshopwas
from all participants
spenton presentations
Emphasis
wasonthe
on theirexperiences.
presentation
for pest
ofwild plantspecies
control.Manyoftheseprobablyhavenever
yet.
underNCPobjectives
beendiscussed
Moreresearch
will beneededto createmore
clarityaboutthisrole.and.also,to corroboratesuccessstoriescitedduringtheworkshop.
Indigenousknowledgeplaysa vitalrole in
farmers'paÍticipation
is
NCP.Therefore,
It lvasfoundthat
essentialin experimenting.
manyfarmerswerehardto mobilisefor this,
becausetheyfeeltheydo not getanithingin
professionals.
Also,the
returnfor teaching
risk aspectoffarmers'experiments
often
doesnot receiveenoughattentionin proiect
activities.Participantsworkedin anatmosphereofmutualrespect,
makingthefarmers
feellike equalpartnersin thediscussion.
thefollowSmallworkinggroupsaddrèssed
ingissues:
. PÍoposals
for action-research
on NCP
. Follow-up
on collectionof information,
documenktionanddissemination
. Follow-upon networkingandcommunication.

CICPlPMnetwebsite:
hftp://www.ipmnet org/

lPMWorkshop
Wefoundtheannouncement
ofan IPM
Vorkshop:
IPMnetis theGlobalIPMInÍormationSersice. Communications
Africa(ICWESA),
atthe
Thiswebsiteis publishedbytheConsortium Eastern/Southern
and
The International
Centrefor InsectPhysiology
for International
CropProtection(CICP).
March1-6,
Ve cite:
Ecology(ICIPE),Nairobi,Kenya,
siteholdsa wealthof information.
IPMnetNews,the
1998.
IPMconference
calendar;
overmontlrlyInternational
IPMNewsletter;
onIPM;searchable Contact:MalcolmIles,Secretzry,
viewofnewpublications
IPMForum:< ma.lcolm.iles@nd.org>
IPM
experls
andotherIPM
databases
on
Fd\ +44 I 63488 33 311,IEL: +44 | 634883054.
relatedwebsites;a listof relevant workshop website:rrp ://ipm -uuu. ento.fi .edu:8000/resources;
periodicals;
a bulletinboard,anda textbook oil/ipmcu/intrc.html
onIPM.

BiologicalControlof Arthropod
Pests&Weeds

Callfor cooperation

GabyStollis planningto updateherbook
Natural Crop Protection,firstpublishedin
| 988.Thercviscd
cditionwillcomprise
caseresearchapproaches
studiesonparlicipatory
7thAugust1!!8. RunbyIIBCandCAB
Intemational.
thiscoursefocuses
on:princip- to naturalcropprotectionmethods(incluobjectives,
valuelesof biologicalpestcontrolasthecorecom- dingfarmers'perceptions,
ponentof anIPMprogramme;
anda parton practihowto conser- andevaluation
systems)
cesof naturalcropprotectionmethods(from
venativepredatorsandparasitesin farmers'
subfrom botanicals
to mineral-or animal-derived
fields;howto introducenanrralenemies
aswellasanykindof fermented
substances
thenativehabitatof exoticpests;andhowto
stances
andlocalpracticesof naturalenemy
culturearthropodandmicrobialbiological
management).
controlagentsfor field release
5thAnnualIIBCInternationalTraining
Course,
SilwoodPark,Ascot,UK,l3thJuly-

Forfurther detailsmd m applicationfonn, pleasecontact:
StephmieWillimson,Training& lnformationOfficer,
IIBC,SihvoodPark,BuckhurstRoad,Ascot,Berks.SL5
7TA, tJK,tel.+ 44 1344872999,kx + 44 1344875007,emails.nilliamson@CABI.org

to beincluded,md for more
Ifyou want.vouÍexperiences
informatjon,contact:
265,52074i\achcn,
Dr. caby Stoll, Maria-TheresiaAllee
Gemany,TellTu +4! 241 707641,emul:
ruraldev@
miscrcor.dc

Implementafion
of partsof theactionplans
wasassigned
to participants,farmersaswell
astechniciansandscientists.Resultswill be
sharedduringa follow-upworlshop planned
for 1998.Participants
workedoutguidelines
for themselves
for collectinganddocumentinginformation.
Especially
theguideonhow
to write anddocumentinfoÍmationon theuse
for pestcontrol,agreedupon
of botanical
duringtheworkshop,is animporlantand
colinterestingattemptt0 moresystematically
lectandanalyseindigenousknowledge.This
involvesboththedescriptionof thebotanical
material(names,uses,whichpafis areused,
illustrations,
etc.),andthestandardisation
of
measurements
and
easilyunderstandable
will be
Tanzania
units.INADES-Formation
publishing,
notesfor disalbumsor technic'al
seminationof thesefindings.
YvesMrchéINADES-Formation,
P0 Box203,Dodoma,
ïnzmia
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pests i1l the near ftlture remains an open
one. The government has eliminateclthe
tax on pesticidcs making them more easily
available to farmers. PTD as it is being
implemented at pfesent concentfates on
one specific agricultural problem and technique. The challenge to ILEIA and its part-

ThePeruvianAndes are characterisedby several different altitude zones and this has
given rise to considerable agricultural divercity. Farmersin the region have had long
experience in growing potatoes. Theyare the staple crop of the region and are cultiva'
ted on ualleyfloorc and hillsides duringthe rainyseason (September-April) and, under
irrigation, duringthe dryseason (May-eugust).

ners is ro extenclbeyond this technrque ro
susrainabledevelopmenr of rhe Íarming sysrem asa whole . 'I'o rhis end, II-EIAis monitoring anclanalysingthe econornic anclecologicalperformanceof a limiteclnumber of
ecologicalanclconventionalfarming systemswithin Pem.This researchwill not

owever, despite their long history
ancltheir prominence in the local
diet, the potato yielcls of small
Andean farmers are generallv low. This is largely clueto pest and diseaserelated losses.
Intensified potato prodl-rction, less reliance
on local species and varieties, and the indiscriminate use of pesticides has resr.rltedin a
high incidence ofpests and diseases.
Early in 1997, the ILEIA programme in
Peru initiated a PTD process amongst farmer
groups in Huancayo (central peru) and

only broaden our understancling of these
farming systems and their management
strategies, but will also provide informatiorr
on the economic ancl ecological costs ancl
benefits involvecl. Hopefully, this will give
us more insight into the bottlenecks and
oppoftunities for sustainable agricultural
development - our ultimate obiective!

(NorthernPeru).Themajorityof
cajamarca
these groups identified potato pests as a
maior constraint in agricultural production.
It was clecided to carÍy out a series of experirnents on controlling late blight
(Pbytctphtbora infestans - one of the main
problems in potato cultivation all over the
wodd), and in the control of the potato
moth (Pbthorimaea operculella), a,pest
which generally attacks the crop during storage. Farmers have allied with local NGOs
and research institutes such as INIA
(National Institute for Agricultural Research)
to design and evaluate these experlments.
Two different trials on ways of controlling the potato moth, and thus reducing the
damage it inflicts on stored potatoes, have
already been finalised and evaluated. One
trial. conducted by a farmergroup in
Cajamarca and supported by INIA, involvecl
four different methods of storage:
a) stoÍage in sand,
b) storage in barley straw,

c) storage in cluinua chaff, and
d) plain storage, the traditional method of
storage that serwedas a control.
The moth inflicted most damage in the control method, with the result that there was
a considerable loss and a krw percentage of
sprouting. There was virtually no incidence
ofpest found in thc other categoriesofstorage. However, rhe number and quality of
sprouts varied considerably. Straw treatments re sulted in a large number of shon

sprours
wirh seeminsly
b.,m".rlná. *ïlr,
potatoes stored in sand hacl a small number
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